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ABSTRACT  
   
Due to restructuring and open access to the transmission system, modern 
electric power systems are being operated closer to their operational limits. 
Additionally, the secure operational limits of modern power systems have become 
increasingly difficult to evaluate as the scale of the network and the number of 
transactions between utilities increase. To account for these challenges associated 
with the rapid expansion of electric power systems, dynamic equivalents have 
been widely applied for the purpose of reducing the computational effort of 
simulation-based transient security assessment. 
Dynamic equivalents are commonly developed using a coherency-based 
approach in which a retained area and an external area are first demarcated. Then 
the coherent generators in the external area are aggregated and replaced by 
equivalenced models, followed by network reduction and load aggregation. In this 
process, an improperly defined retained area can result in detrimental impacts on 
the effectiveness of the equivalents in preserving the dynamic characteristics of 
the original unreduced system.  
In this dissertation, a comprehensive approach has been proposed to 
determine an appropriate retained area boundary by including the critical 
generators in the external area that are tightly coupled with the initial retained 
area. Furthermore, a systematic approach has also been investigated to efficiently 
predict the variation in generator slow coherency behavior when the system 
operating condition is subject to change. Based on this determination, the critical 
generators in the external area that are tightly coherent with the generators in the 
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initial retained area are retained, resulting in a new retained area boundary. 
Finally, a novel hybrid dynamic equivalent, consisting of both a coherency-based 
equivalent and an artificial neural network (ANN)-based equivalent, has been 
proposed and analyzed. The ANN-based equivalent complements the coherency-
based equivalent at all the retained area boundary buses, and it is designed to 
compensate for the discrepancy between the full system and the conventional 
coherency-based equivalent. The approaches developed have been validated on a 
large portion of the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) system 
and on a test case including a significant portion of the eastern interconnection.  
. 
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Chapter 1  
INTRODUCTION 
With the evolution of heavily interconnected power systems, it has 
become computationally burdensome to represent the entire system in detail and 
to conduct numerous transient stability studies [1]. This is especially true for on-
line power system transient stability assessment since there is a strict limitation on 
the size of the system that can be simulated in a near real-time setting. In addition, 
the generation, transmission, and distribution facilities can belong to different 
owners in the restructured environment [2]. This situation makes it difficult for a 
single entity to access detailed information about the network and equipment 
models within the entire system. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a reduced 
order system which preserves the dynamic property of the specific system that is 
of interest. To account for these challenges, power system dynamic equivalent 
techniques have been receiving renewed attention recently and have been widely 
implemented for the purpose of reducing the computational effort of simulation-
based transient stability assessment of large-scale interconnected power systems. 
1.1 Coherency-based Dynamic Equivalent 
As shown in Fig. 1.1, three areas are commonly defined in the process of 
building a dynamic equivalent:  
 Study Area: the core subsystem that is of direct interest and therefore must be 
retained in detail. For the reduced system to effectively represent the behavior 
of the full system, the power flow and dynamic responses in this area are 
supposed to be the same as in the full system representation. 
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 Buffer Area: the area that is geographically or electrically close to the retained 
area. It has significant impact on the study area due to its tight coupling with 
the study area. For better equivalencing accuracy, this area along with its 
component models is retained in detail.  
 External Area: this is the portion of the original full system in which detailed 
information regarding the system responses is not required and the models can 
be replaced by proper equivalent models.  
 
Fig. 1.1 Definition of study, buffer, and external areas. 
For practical implementation, all the models in the study area and buffer 
area are retained; therefore both areas are denoted as the retained area in this 
dissertation. After the dynamic equivalent process is completed, the system 
consisting of both the retained area and equivalenced external area is denoted as 
the reduced system.  
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In the literature, coherency-based dynamic equivalents have been 
extensively investigated. The basic idea is to aggregate the generators in the 
external area that present similar dynamic characteristics. The extent of the 
similarity is measured by generator coherency. For example, if two generators 
present similar rotor angle responses following a system disturbance, they are 
tightly coherent. Otherwise, they are weakly coherent. To evaluate the generator 
coherency, a variety of methods have been proposed. The most intuitive approach 
is to compare the generator responses following certain system disturbances. 
Based on this idea, the authors in [3] proposed a linear simulation method. 
Specifically, two generators are considered to be tightly coherent when the 
maximum deviation of their rotor angle responses subject to a given disturbance is 
smaller than a specified threshold value. Although the classical generator models 
are used, the simulation-based method is still time-consuming if different system 
disturbances need to be studied. The weak-link method was firstly introduced in 
[4]. Unlike the linear simulation method, it directly measures the coupling of 
generators based on the system state matrix. A group of generators are considered 
to be tightly coherent if the coupling coefficients in the system state matrix among 
them are high [5]. In [6], the slow coherency (or two-time scale) technique based 
on singular perturbation theory was used to separate the slow and fast dynamics in 
large power systems to identify the coherent generators from the perspective of a 
slow dynamic process. As a simplified realization of the slow coherency method, 
the generator coherency was evaluated based on the similarity of their mode 
shapes associated with a set of specific slow modes within the system in [7]. A 
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recent study revealed that the excitation system can also exert impact on the 
generator coherency evaluation. Therefore the related index based on a detailed 
generator model was discussed in [8]. However, the improvement is relatively 
small considering the additional computational efforts that are required.  
To build the equivalenced model for the external area, coherent generator 
aggregation and network reduction are applied sequentially. A typical procedure 
for aggregating a group of coherent generators is presented in Fig. 1.2. 
 
Fig. 1.2 Coherent generator aggregation. 
 
In the procedure as shown in Fig. 1.2, the generator in a coherent group 
that has the largest capacity is chosen as the reference generator in Step 1, and the 
equivalent generator to be built will be placed at this bus. In Step 2, the branches 
among the coherent generators are replaced by equivalent shunts. In Step 3, all 
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coherent generator terminal buses, expect for the reference generator, are 
connected to the reference bus through the ideal phase-shifting transformers. In 
addition, the generation and load at each generator bus are also transferred to the 
reference bus. In the final step, all generator terminal buses are eliminated.  
In Fig. 1.2, the parameters of the equivalent generator are aggregated from 
the individual generators that belong to the same coherent group. In the literature, 
the frequency-domain method [9] and the structure preserving method [10] have 
been proposed. When forming the equivalent generators modeled using detailed 
representation, however, these methods might lead to problematic parameters in 
certain cases. Therefore the classical aggregation method [11] is commonly used 
in practical applications. Specifically, the equivalent generator is represented 
using a classical model. Its inertia is the sum of individual generator inertias, and 
its transient reactance is the parallel combination of individual transient 
reactances. The equivalenced damping factor is determined based on the user-
defined ratio of damping (D) to inertia (H). 
The final step in building an equivalent system is to reduce the network 
within the external area. During this process, the load buses area are eliminated 
using Gaussian elimination, and the loads connected to the same bus are 
aggregated and replaced by appropriate equivalent load models.  
1.2 Dynamic Reduction Program (DYNRED) 
 Consisting of a wide range of coherent generator identification, network 
reduction, and generator aggregation options, DYNRED has been developed and 
implemented successfully in various applications [12]-[14]. Recently, sponsored 
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by several independent system operators (ISOs) and utilities, DYNRED has been 
updated by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in an effort to 
incorporate the dynamic equivalencing technique into the on-line Dynamic 
Security Assessment (DSA) system. In this update, the following new features are 
provided: 
 new graphical user interface  
 enhancements of models supported (PTI PSS/E models and data formats in 
version 29 and 30) 
 removal of some specific approaches (e.g. two time-scales and singular 
perturbation method and detailed generator aggregation method) 
 new performance metrics for model validations (e.g. power flow, time-domain 
simulation, and small signal analysis). 
1.3 Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
As one of the artificial intelligent (AI) methods, artificial neural network 
(ANN) has been investigated extensively since the 1980s. A neural network is a 
system with inputs and outputs and is composed of many simple processing units 
called neurons. Each neuron has a number of internal parameters called weights 
and biases. By adjusting these parameters, the behavior of the entire neural 
network can be modified. Theoretically, an ANN with appropriate structure can 
approximate any nonlinear function, and therefore they have the potential to solve 
many problems that cannot be handled well by traditional analytical approaches. 
The main advantages of the neural network method include:  
 A neural network with an appropriate structure has the ability to approximate 
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arbitrary nonlinear mappings from input signals to output signals.  
 A properly trained network has the ability to generalize the input-and-output 
mappings with the presence of the inputs that are not encountered during the 
learning procedure.  
 A neural network inherently has a highly parallel structure. This feature makes 
neural networks ideally suited for parallel processing. 
However, the following limitations of neural networks also need to be noted:  
 There is no systematic approach to determine appropriate neural network 
structures for different applications. Instead, the trial-and-error method is 
usually needed in determining the number of layers to be used and the number 
of neurons to be included at each layer.  
 For a neural network to be properly trained, sufficient training patterns need to 
be provided. The computational time for network training could become 
significantly long when a complex network structure is used. 
 Neural networks inherently have a black box characteristic. Therefore, it is 
difficult to interpret the information stored within the network.  
An electric power system can be characterized as a non-linear, large-scale, 
dynamic, and time-variant parameter system. Because of the advantages listed 
above, neural network provides an effective alternative to address various power 
system problems. The applications of neural networks in power system include 
[15],[16]:  
1. System planning 
 Load forecasting 
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 Unit commitment 
 Generation expansion and maintenance scheduling 
2. Security assessment 
 Transient stability assessment 
 Voltage stability assessment 
 Contingency screening 
3. Fault detection and diagnosis 
 Alarm processing 
 Component fault detection 
 Power system fault detection 
4. Control 
 Machine and plant control 
 Voltage reactive power control 
 Power system stabilizer tuning  
5. Analysis 
 Parameter and state estimation 
 Machine, plant, and system modeling 
 Load modeling 
1.4 ANN-based Dynamic Equivalent 
Recently, the ANN technique has been applied to the subject of dynamic 
equivalents due to its superior capability of capturing arbitrary input-and-output 
mappings. The ANN-based equivalent, represented by a set of neural networks, is 
a “black box” in nature. It only needs the measurements at the retained area 
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boundary buses instead of the detailed model information about the external area. 
This feature is desired for the on-line DSA applications as the responses at the 
buses on the retained area boundary can be readily accessed with the help of the 
synchronized phasor measurement unit (PMU).   
 In [17], the authors used a bottleneck neural network and a recurrent 
neural network to build the equivalent model. A virtual state vector is defined in 
the recurrent neural network; while the bottleneck network converts the power 
injections from ANN-based equivalent to the state vector at the input side and the 
state vector to the power injections at the next time instant at the output side. It is 
to be noted that the proposed model did not take into account the voltage 
responses at the connection buses. Therefore, a complex neural network has to be 
used to fully capture the characteristics of the external area. In [18], the authors 
applied a grey-box neural network to form an equivalent system. However, the 
proposed network must have the same number of state variables as in the 
coherency-based equivalent system. Therefore the training process could become 
exhaustive when the scale of the external area is relatively large. The authors in 
[19] proposed a fully recurrent neural network-based equivalent. In this model, 
the voltages at the connection buses together with the feedback of the previous 
current injections are used as the inputs; while its outputs are the current 
injections at the present time instant. The study in [20] proposed a two-network 
model that theoretically has a similar structure to the dynamic system described 
by a set of differential algebraic equations (DAEs). Similar to [19], the feasibility 
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of the proposed method could become questionable as the scale of the external 
area increases in practical implementation. 
1.5 Problem Statement 
In the coherency-based equivalent, the definition of the retained area can 
impart a significant impact on the effectiveness of the reduced system in 
preserving the dynamic characteristics of the study area. As more components are 
included in the retained area, more information about the dynamic characteristics 
of the study area can be preserved. Further study is needed to provide a systematic 
approach to identify an appropriate retained area boundary that not only includes 
the critical generators in the external area but also limits the scale of the 
corresponding reduced system after the dynamic equivalent is formed.  
It is also noted that the system operating conditions change constantly in a 
realistic setting. Generator coherency information obtained under one operating 
condition might not be applicable to another condition. For a new operating 
condition, generator coherency needs to be re-evaluated. This is a time-consuming 
process, especially for large-scale power systems. Therefore significant strides in 
developing improved dynamic equivalents can be made if an efficient technique is 
developed to predict the variations in coherency behavior as the system condition 
changes. 
 In the conventional dynamic equivalent, the errors resulting from the 
generator aggregation process cannot be completely eliminated. This is true 
especially for the classical generator aggregation method. The errors will 
significantly affect the equivalencing accuracy of the reduced system as the 
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simulation evolves following a system disturbance. This drawback becomes more 
significant in the present setting as the models in the external area might be 
inaccessible to a single entity in the restructured environment. Therefore, the 
equivalent system based on the planning cases might lead to inaccurate evaluation 
results. Further study focused on the improvement of the coherency-based 
equivalent for on-line DSA is needed. Specifically, approaches to improve the 
equivalencing accuracy with the incorporation of PMU samplings need to be 
investigated. In [21] the frequency dependent network equivalent is appended to 
the coherency-based dynamic equivalent to improve the equivalencing accuracy 
for real-time digital simulators. However, because only the high frequency 
components of the full system response are compensated in the reduced system, a 
relatively large discrepancy can be observed for the period dominated by the slow 
oscillation modes. 
1.6 Dissertation Organization 
In this dissertation, the methods to improve the feasibility of the 
coherency-based dynamic equivalents have been studied and validated. A brief 
introduction has been presented in Chapter 1. The remainder of this dissertation is 
organized as follows:  
In Chapter 2, the method to identify the critical generators in the initial 
external area has been proposed. Three criteria, consisting of the power transfer 
distribution factors (PTDFs), the estimated generator rotor acceleration during 
fault duration, and the mode participation factors, are detailed. The effectiveness 
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of the proposed method in forming appropriate retained area boundary has been 
verified on the test system representing the entire eastern interconnection system.  
In Chapter 3, a systematic approach to predict the changing patterns of 
generator slow coherency for different operating conditions has been proposed. 
Based on the predicted coherency patterns, the retained area boundary is adjusted 
by including the critical generators in the external area which become tightly 
coherent with the generators in the study area. This approach has been tested on a 
5186-bus representation of a portion of the WECC system. The results validate 
the efficacy of the proposed approach in forming the improved dynamic 
equivalents. 
In Chapter 4, the concept of hybrid dynamic equivalents has been 
developed. The details about the training set formulation, the neural network 
structure, and the integration of the ANN-based equivalent into the existing 
transient simulation software packages are discussed. To this end, the feasibility 
of the proposed algorithm is also tested on a portion of the WECC system. The 
accuracy of the hybrid reduced system in preserving the dynamic characteristics 
of the retained area has been verified.  
Finally, the conclusions and contributions are summarized in Chapter 5 
where the directions for future research work are also provided.   
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Chapter 2  
RIGHT-SIZED DYNAMIC EQUIVALENTS 
2.1 Background 
In conventional dynamic equivalents, the study area is often demarcated 
on the basis of ownership or geographic considerations. Under certain conditions, 
however, the generators in the external area could have significant influences on 
the dynamic performance of the study area and including them in the equivalents 
might lead to mismatches in simulations. To account for this discrepancy, it is 
necessary to adjust the study area boundary and retain these critical generators 
and associated buses for better equivalencing accuracy. 
In this chapter, the equivalencing accuracies of the ISO-New England 
(ISO-NE) system are compared using different retained area definitions for the 
system representing the entire US/Canada eastern interconnection. In addition, an 
analytical approach has been proposed to identify the proper extent of the retained 
area boundary to accurately preserve the dynamic characteristics of the ISO-NE 
system.  
2.2 Impacts of Retained Area Adjustment 
A large-scale power system with the detailed representation of the 
US/Canada eastern interconnection and the simplified representation of the 
neighboring systems is used. In this test system as shown in Fig. 2.1, the area 
comprised of ISO-NE, New Brunswick (NB), and Nova Scotia (NS) is treated as 
the study area. The detailed generator models with exciters, governors, and power 
system stabilizers (PSS) are used for all machines in the study area. 
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Fig. 2.1 Diagram of the main portion of the test system [5]. 
For the specified study area, three buffer areas of different sizes are 
designated manually in Task 1, 2, and 3. The details about the areas included in 
the buffer area are given in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 Retained area definitions in Task 1-3 
 Study area Buffer area External area 
Task 1 ISO-NE, NB, NS ----------- Remaining syst. 
Task 2 ISO-NE, NB, NS NYISO Remaining syst. 
Task 3 ISO-NE, NB, NS NYISO, OH, HQ Remaining syst. 
 
To identify the groups of coherent generators, both the weak-link method 
and the tolerance method available as options in DYNRED are tested. For the 
tolerance-based method, the right eigenvectors associated with the inter-area 
modes (< 1Hz) are calculated using the small signal analysis tool (SSAT) and 
then imported into DYNRED. Experience with large systems has shown that a 
threshold of 0.98 or higher may be needed to achieve adequate results using the 
tolerance-based method [22]. With a tolerance threshold of 0.995 being selected, a 
total of 226 coherent groups and 487 ungrouped generators are formed. By 
contrast, 461 coherent groups and 264 ungrouped generators are identified using 
the weak-link method. Compared to the tolerance-based method, it can be seen 
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that the weak-link method tends to identify more coherent groups but fewer 
ungrouped generators.  
In addition to the study area and buffer area, all the slack nodes and the 
high voltage direct current lines within the external area are also retained in 
forming the reduced system. Then all the coherent generators in the external area 
are aggregated to the equivalent generator models defined by the classical 
representation. It is found that the best results are obtained when D is equal to 0.8 
times H. In the study area and buffer area, the generators along with all associated 
controls are completely retained. Based on different combinations of the buffer 
areas and the generator coherency identification methods, six reduced systems are 
constructed in DYNRED. In Table 2-2, the number of buses and generators in the 
different reduced system are summarized. All the cases are designated using a 
self-explanatory convention. For instance, W1 denotes Task 1 with the weak-link 
method, and T2 is Task 2 with the tolerance-based method. 
Table 2-2  Summary of reduced systems 
Case 
Buses Generators 
# % of full syst. # % of full syst.
Full syst. 43609 100.0% 2490 100.0% 
W1 8074 18.5% 1112 44.7% 
W2 9595 22.0% 1243 49.9% 
W3 13641 31.3% 1508 60.6% 
T1 8075 18.5% 1139 45.7% 
T2 9658 22.2% 1312 52.7% 
T3 13598 31.2% 1518 61.0% 
 
As can be seen from Table 2-2, the bus reduction ratio for different cases 
ranges from 18.5% to 31.3%, and the generator reduction ratio varies in the range 
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from 44.7% to 61.0%. For the same task, the reduced systems based on two 
different coherency identification methods give similar results in terms of the bus 
and generator reduction ratios, e.g. W1 and T1.  
2.2.1 Equivalencing Accuracy Verification 
To validate the efficacy of the different reduced systems in the time-
domain simulation, a three-phase fault is applied on a 345 kV bus that is located 
in the southern part of the ISO-NE system at 0.5 s. After 8 cycles, the fault is 
cleared by opening two 345 kV transmission lines connected to the faulted bus. 
The entire simulation duration is 20 s. On an Intel i5 CPU (2.4GHz) PC with 2 
GB of RAM and using the transient stability analysis tool (TSAT), the simulation 
execution time of the full system and reduced systems are summarized in Table 
2-3. It is seen that a significant reduction in the execution time can be achieved 
when the reduced systems are used. As the size of the retained area increases from 
Task 1 to Task 3, the execution time increases accordingly. However, a saving of 
74.0% of the full system execution time can still be achieved in case T3. It is also 
worth noting that the difference resulting from the coherency identification 
methods is also found relatively small for each task. As a performance metric for 
time-domain simulation, the following performance index (PI) [22] is defined:  
  20
1PI 100%
T
f r
f
x x dt
x
  	

    (2.1)
where f and r denote the full system and the reduced system, respectively, x is the 
system state of interest,  xf is the maximum peak-to-peak value of x in the full 
system, and T is the simulation duration. 
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For different reduced systems, the largest PI of the generator rotor angle 
states and the corresponding generator are also listed in Table 2-3.  
Table 2-3 Comparison of execution time and the largest PI 
Case Simulation time (s)/ % of full syst. Largest PI of rotor angle / Bus #
Full                    273 / 100% ------ 
W1 48 / 17.6% 35.03% / gen. 71126 
W2 55 / 20.1% 16.02% / gen. 71126 
W3 69 / 25.3% 17.40% / gen. 71126 
T1 45 / 16.5% 33.23% / gen. 71126 
T2 57 / 20.9% 15.80% / gen. 71126 
T3 71 / 26.0% 16.24% / gen. 71126 
 
In Table 2-3, it shows that the reduced systems in both Task 2 and Task 3 
can achieve a substantial reduction in the largest PI. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the 
NYISO system is tightly coupled with the study area through the inter-area tie 
lines, and the simulated fault location is close to the New York–New England 
interface. Therefore, including the NYISO system into the buffer area is 
beneficial for the preservation of the dynamic performance of the ISO-NE system. 
The same conclusions can also be drawn from the responses of the relative rotor 
angle and terminal voltage of generator 71126, as shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 
respectively. Compared to Task 1, it can be seen that the discrepancy between the 
responses in the full system and reduced system has been reduced considerably in 
Task 2.  This is true especially for the short period after the disturbance. 
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(a) Relative rotor angle response of generator 71126 
 
(b) Terminal voltage response of generator 71126 
Fig. 2.2 Responses in Task 1-3 using the weak-link method. 
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(a) Relative rotor angle response of generator 71126 
 
(b) Terminal voltage response of generator 71126 
Fig. 2.3 Responses in Task 1-3 using the tolerance-based method. 
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However, this improvement is insignificant when the largest buffer area in 
Task 3 is used. Because the detailed models of generators, exciters, PSSs, and 
governors in the external area have already been neglected during the aggregation 
process, the discrepancy becomes large as the simulation evolves in all reduced 
systems. 
It is to be noted that although the largest PI in Task 2 is smaller than that 
in Task 3, the reduced system in Task 2 is not necessarily better than the one 
obtained in Task 3 in terms of representing the dynamics of the ISO-NE system 
throughout the entire simulation duration. In fact, the response obtained from the 
reduced system in Task 3 is closer to the full system response than in Task 2 
during the period ranging from 4 s to 12 s, as shown in Fig. 2.2 (a) and Fig. 2.3 
(a). By ignoring the minor difference between the largest PIs of the tolerance-
based method and the weak-link method for a specific task, it can be concluded 
that both methods are effective in identifying the coherent generators for forming 
dynamic equivalents. 
2.2.2 Small Signal Analysis Verification 
The inter-area modes in the full system and reduced systems are calculated 
using the package SSAT and summarized in Table 2-4 and Table 2-5.  
Table 2-4 Modal analysis of W1- 3 
Full system 
freq. (Hz)/ damping 
Weak-link method 
W1 W2 W3 
0.37 / 8.5% 0.35 / 9.1% 0.35 / 8.6% 0.34 / 8.5% 
0.54 / 2.3% 0.53 / 3.4% 0.53 / 3.4% 0.53 / 3.3% 
0.56 / 8.1% 0.55 / 7.7% 0.55 / 7.2% 0.55 / 7.5% 
0.70 / 8.8% 0.71 / 4.5% 0.71 / 4.5% 0.71 / 4.5% 
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Table 2-5  Modal analysis of T1 - 3 
Full system 
freq. (Hz)/ damping 
Tolerance-based method 
 T1 T2 T3 
0.37 / 8.5% 0.34 / 9.7% 0.34 / 8.9% 0.34 / 8.6% 
0.54 / 2.3% 0.53 / 3.6% 0.53 / 3.5% 0.53 / 3.4% 
0.56 / 8.1% 0.54 / 7.5% 0.54 / 7.1% 0.54 / 7.5% 
0.70 / 8.8% 0.70 / 4.6% 0.70 / 4.6% 0.70 / 4.6% 
 
It can be concluded from Table 2-4 and Table 2-5 that the selected inter-
area modes are preserved in the reduced systems. However, the mismatches in 
both oscillation frequency and damping ratio are observed. This discrepancy 
mainly results from neglecting the detailed generator models in the classical 
aggregation process, and it varies depending on different inter-area modes. 
Compared to the full system, for instance, Mode 2 in the reduced systems for all 
cases is over-damped; while a lower damping ratio of Mode 4 can be found. By 
retaining more participating generators in the remote area, the reduced systems in 
W3 and T3 provides more accurate modal information. However, this 
improvement is relatively small considering the substantial number of generators 
that need to be additionally retained. It is also worth noting that the modal 
information for a specific task does not vary significantly in the reduced systems 
based on the weak-link method and the tolerance-based method.  
2.3 Buffer Area Determination Approach 
In previous tasks, the reduced systems based on different buffer areas have 
been studied. For large-scale power systems, it is time-consuming to exhaustively 
test various buffer areas in order to obtain an appropriate reduced system model 
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for stability assessment. Therefore an analytical approach is desirable in practical 
applications to determine the proper extent of the buffer area. To address this 
challenge, the algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.4 is proposed. 
 
Fig. 2.4 Buffer area determination approach. 
In the proposed algorithm, the entire area, except for the study area, is 
treated as the initial external area at the start of the algorithm. Then three criteria 
based on PTDFs, the generator rotor acceleration during fault duration, and the 
mode participation factors are validated to identify the generators that are critical 
to the dynamic performance of the study area. With the buffer area consisting of 
the identified generators being retained, new equivalent model of the external area 
can be formed in DYNRED.  
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2.3.1 PTDF-based Criterion
In dynamic equivalents, the study area is connected to the initial external 
area through the tie-line interfaces. Therefore the study area can be equivalenced 
into a dynamic system using the tie-line flows as the inputs. In the initial external 
area, the generators having more significant impacts on the tie-line flows are 
expected to be more critical to the study area in both the steady state and dynamic 
performance. In the proposed algorithm, this impact is evaluated by the DC power 
flow-based PTDFs. By definition, the active power flow over the line from bus i 
to bus j due to the generation change at bus g can be approximated by [23]: 
 
1T
l Ggij
g
ij
PTDF
x


M B M
 (2.2) 
where B is the node susceptance matrix, Ml is the node-branch incidence vector, 
MGg is the vector with 1 at the entry corresponding to generator g and zeros 
elsewhere, and xij is the primitive line reactance. 
Although PTDF is a steady state index, it provides in-depth insight into 
the system mutual impacts, and it can be used to judge the effect on dynamic 
performance. 
2.3.2 Generator Rotor Acceleration-based Criterion
For a specific contingency in the study area, generator response in terms 
of rotor acceleration decrease in magnitude as it is located electrically far away 
from the disturbance. Therefore this impact can be interpreted as a measure of the 
electrical connections among the generators in the initial external area and in the 
study area. 
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In the proposed algorithm, the classical generator model neglecting the 
damping coefficient is implemented. A three-phase fault is assumed to be applied 
on the critical bus in the study area. For a nG-generator system, the bus admittance 
matrix is reduced to the generator internal buses. During this process, the faulted 
bus is also retained. Under the pre-fault condition, the electrical power output of 
generator i is given by: 
    



Gn
ij
j
fiijfijiijjiGi BVEBEEtP
1
000000000 sinsin)(   (2.3) 
where Ei0i0 is the internal voltage of generator i, Vf0 f0 is the voltage of the 
faulted bus f, Bij is the equivalent admittance between the internal buses of 
generator i and generator j, Bif is the equivalent admittance between the faulted 
bus f and the internal bus of generator i, and nG is the total number of generators. 
At t = t0+, a three-phase fault is applied on bus f and it is assumed that the 
generator internal voltages remain constant. Because Vf0+ = 0, the acceleration 
power on the generator i is:  
    0 0 0 0 0 0( ) sinGi Gi Gi i f if i fP P t P t E V B  
      (2.4) 
The acceleration of the generator i during the fault is:  
 /i Gi ia P M
  (2.5) 
where the generator inertia Mi = 2Hi/
R, Hi is inertia constant of generator i in s, 
and 
R is the base frequency in radians per second (376.99 rad/s).   
Assuming that the fault duration time is tf and the acceleration remains 
constant, the rotor angle deviation of generator i is given by:  
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In the initial external area, the generators having large rotor angle 
deviations tend to have tight electrical coupling with the faulted area. Therefore 
retaining these generators is helpful in preserving the dynamic performance of the 
study area. It is noted that the selected generators are very sensitive to the fault 
location. To obtain trustworthy results, multiple faults across the study area ought 
to be tested. 
2.3.3 Mode Participation-based Criterion
As shown in Section 2.2, certain modal information varies in different 
reduced systems. In order to preserve the modes that are critical to the stability 
analysis of the study area, the participating generators in the initial external area 
need to be retained. In general, a power system can be represented by a set of 
DAEs:  
 ),(
),(
yxg0
yxfx


 (2.7) 
where x is the system state variable vector, y is the network variable vector, f is a 
function vector representing the system component dynamics, and g is a function 
vector representing the network constraints. At the equilibrium point, (2.7) can be 
linearized as:   
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





 (2.8) 
where fx=f/x, fy=f/y, gx=g/x, and gy =g/y are partial derivatives matrices 
evaluated at the equilibrium point. Eliminating y in (2.8) gives:  
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 xAx 

 sys  (2.9) 
where Asys is the system state matrix defined as Asys = fx fy gy-1gx. For the system 
state matrix Asys, the eigenvalues can be obtained by solving:   
  det 0syss  I A  (2.10)
Assuming that i is the ith eigenvalue of Asys, the corresponding right and left 
eigenvectors can be obtained by solving:  
  sys i i A I 0  (2.11)
  i sys i  A I 0  (2.12)
where i and i are the corresponding right and left eigenvectors, respectively.  
The kth element of right eigenvector, namely ki, measures the activity of 
xk in the ith mode, and the kth element of the left eigenvector, namely 	ki, weights 
the contribution of the activity of xk to the ith mode. With the combination of the 
information contained in the right and left eigenvectors, the mode participation 
factor can be defined as [24]:   
 ki ki kip    (2.13)
The participation factor measures the association between the kth mode 
and the ith state variable. It can be easily proven that the sum of the participation 
factors associated with any mode 
i
kip  or with any state variable 
k
kip is equal 
to 1.  
In the proposed algorithm, the participation factor of the generator rotor 
angle state in the inter-area mode is calculated. It is to be noted that some of the 
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identified generators might not be located in the sub-system that is adjacent to the 
study area. It is also possible that the resulting improvement might not be 
observable from the time-domain simulation if the persevered modes are not 
properly excited by the specific contingency. 
The proposed algorithm is applied to the same test system as in Section 
2.2. In the initial external area, the generators having a capacity greater than 
50MVA are selected as the candidates. Among these candidates, different criteria 
are implemented to identify the critical generators to be included in the buffer 
area. For different combinations of the criteria, two revised reduced systems, 
namely ExdCase1 and ExdCase2, are formed as shown in Table 2-6. ExdCase1 
uses both PTDF and rotor acceleration criteria, while ExdCase2 uses all the three 
criteria. When using the mode participation criterion, only the inter-area modes 
with a frequency less than 0.9 Hz are considered. 
Table 2-6 Summary of the revised buffer areas 
Criteria ExdCase1 ExdCase2 
PTDF 
Threshold 3.0% 3.0% 
Generator number 45 (*37) 45 (*37) 
Rotor acceleration 
Threshold 0.2 degree 0.2 degree 
Generator number 66 (*57) 66 (*57) 
Mode participation 
Threshold ------- 0.5 
Generator number ------- 73 (*1) 
Total Generator number 67 137 
* denotes the number of generators that are located in the buffer area of Task 2 in Section 2.2.  
 
In Section 2.2, a total of 233 generators are retained in the buffer area 
specified in Task 2. Using the proposed algorithm, this number decreases to 67 
and 137 in ExdCase1 and ExdCase2, respectively. When using PTDF and rotor 
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acceleration as the criteria, it is seen from Table 2-6 that most of the identified 
generators have already been included in the buffer area in Task 2. It is consistent 
with the finding that compared to Task 1 and Task 3, the reduced system in Task 
2 achieved both good equivalencing accuracy and appropriate system complexity. 
Using the mode participation-based criterion, most of the identified generators are 
located in the remote subsystems.  
To build the reduced system, the identified generators are included into the 
buffer area, and the network outside of the retained area is reduced except for the 
terminals of the tie lines across the retained area boundary. For the sake of 
simplicity, only the weak-link method is tested. The scales of new reduced 
systems are summarized in Table 2-7, and the responses of generator 71126 in 
different reduced systems to the same contingency as in Section 2.2 are compared 
in Fig. 2.5. 
Table 2-7 Summary of the new reduced systems  
 Buses Generators Rotor angle PI 
of gen. 71126 # % of full syst. # % of full syst. 
Full syst. 43609 ----- 2490 ------ ------ 
W2 9595 22.0% 1243 49.9% 16.02% 
ExdCase1 8191 18.8% 1115 44.8% 23.11% 
ExdCase2 8292 19.0% 1207 48.5% 20.70% 
 
Table 2-7 shows that fewer buses and generators are retained in ExdCase1 
and ExdCase2 than in Task 2. The PIs of generator 71126 in ExdCase1 and 
ExdCase2 are reduced significantly from that in W1, both of which are close to 
the corresponding PI value obtained from W2. 
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(a)  Relative rotor angle response of generator 71126 
 
(b) Terminal voltage response of generator 71126  
Fig. 2.5 Response comparison of new reduced systems. 
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It is seen from Fig. 2.5 that the responses of the reduced systems using the 
new buffer areas are close to W2. The frequencies and damping ratios of the 
selected inter-area modes in ExdCase1 and ExdCase2 are summarized in Table 
2-8.  
Table 2-8 Inter-area modes in new reduced systems 
Mode # 1 2 3 4 
Mode freq. 
(Hz) / 
damping 
ratio 
Full syst. 0.37 / 8.5% 0.54 / 2.3% 0.56 / 8.1% 0.70 / 8.8%
W2 0.35 / 8.6% 0.53 / 3.4% 0.55 / 7.2% 0.71 / 4.5%
ExdCase1 0.35 / 8.9% 0.53 / 3.4% 0.55 / 7.2% 0.71 / 4.5%
ExdCase2 0.36 / 8.0% 0.54 / 2.7% 0.55 / 7.3% 0.71 / 4.6%
 
From Table 2-8, it can be concluded that the reduced system in ExdCase1 
provides the same modal information as in W2. As more participating generators 
in the remote area are included into the buffer area, the mismatch between the full 
system and ExdCase2, especially for Mode 2, is reduced considerably.  
2.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the efficacy of the new version of DYNRED has been 
validated based on the test system representing the entire US/Canada eastern 
interconnection. The results reveal that both the weak-link method and the 
tolerance-based method are effective in identifying the coherent generators to be 
aggregated. In addition, the proposed algorithm is able to identify the critical 
generators to be included in the buffer area, and the resultant reduced system can 
achieve a good balance between equivalencing accuracy and system complexity. 
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Chapter 3  
DYNAMIC EQUIVALENTS CONSIDERING SYSTEM CONDITION 
CHANGE 
3.1 Background 
In conventional dynamic equivalents, the same equivalent model of the 
external area is typically used for various operating conditions. Under certain 
conditions, however, it is necessary to adjust the study area boundary and retain 
these critical generators and associated buses for better equivalencing accuracy. In 
the literature, generator coherency is used to measure the similarity of generator 
responses following a disturbance. The coherent generators are tightly coupled 
and therefore have significant electromechanical interactions. It is reasonable to 
expect that the generators in the external area presenting tight coherency with the 
study area are critical to accurately preserving the dynamic performance of the 
study area.  
In this chapter, a systematic approach is developed to predict the variation 
in generator slow coherency behavior when the system condition is subject to 
change. The innovative step developed is depicted in Fig. 3.1. Instead of re-
evaluating the slow coherency patterns from scratch under a new system 
condition, the critical generators in the initial external area that are predicted to 
become tightly coherent with the retained generators in the initial study area are 
identified. Based on this determination, the revised retained area boundary is 
formed leading to new equivalent model. 
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Fig. 3.1 Illustration of the proposed algorithm. 
3.2 Slow Coherency Index 
Generator slow coherency provides an in-depth insight into the system 
dynamic behavior. By inspecting the mode shapes associated with the specific 
slow modes based on the linearized power system model, slow coherency among 
generators can be evaluated. Because slow modes are insensitive to the details of 
generator models and the size of disturbance, the slow coherency-based method is 
suitable for generator coherency identification in large-scale power systems [25]. 
Prior to the introduction of the slow coherency index, the following assumptions 
are made:  
 Coherent groups are independent of the size of the disturbance. Therefore, 
slow coherency can be determined by considering a linearized system model.  
 Coherent groups are independent of the amount of details in the generating 
models. Because excitation and governor systems only modify the damping of 
the transients but do not change the natural frequencies and mode shapes, the 
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slow coherency pattern can be evaluated using a classical representation of the 
synchronous generators. 
Based on the above assumptions, a nG-generator power system is represented as: 
 
 
    GGimiiiii
Rii
niPPDH ,...,2,1,2 0
0






 (3.1) 
where i is rotor angle, 
i is rotor speed, 
0 is reference speed, 
R is base 
frequency, Pmi is mechanical input power and assumed to be constant, PGi is 
electrical output power, Hi is the generator inertia coefficient, and Di is the 
damping coefficient.  
All the loads within the system are modeled as the constant-impedance 
type. Then the system admittance matrix is reduced to the generator internal 
buses. Correspondingly, the electrical output power of generator i in (3.1) is given 
by: 
     jiijjiij
n
ijj
jiiiiGi BGEEGEP
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  

sincos
,1
2  (3.2) 
where Ei is the voltage behind transient reactance of generator i, Gij, and Bij are 
the real and imaginary parts of the (i,j) element of the system admittance matrix 
reduced to the generator internal buses, respectively. Linearizing (3.1) at the 
equilibrium point gives: 
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 (3.3) 
where  is the generator rotor angle deviation vector,  is the generator speed 
deviation vector, K is the synchronizing power coefficient matrix, M is the 
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diagonal inertia coefficient matrix, and D is the diagonal damping coefficient 
matrix that can be ignored without loss of accuracy in slow coherency evaluation. 
In (3.3), the coefficient matrix is referred to as the system state matrix Asys: 
 -1 1sys 
 
    
0 I
A
M K M D
 (3.4) 
Given the initial value of [xT yT]T in (3.3) following a system disturbance, 
namely , the rotor angle deviations of generator i and generator j are formed as: 
      21 21 1 2 2 2 2( ) ... nG G Gi i i i n nt e e e    
           (3.5) 
      21 21 1 2 2 2 2( ) ... nG G Gj j j j n nt e e e    
           (3.6) 
where ik is the ith element of k. 
It is shown in (3.5) and (3.6) that the generator rotor angle response can be 
represented as a linear combination of all system modes. For a given disturbance, 
 has the same impact on all state solutions through the left eigenvectors. In (3.5), 
ij indicates the contribution of the jth mode on i (t). If the right eigenvector 
elements, namely ],...,[ 21 Gnii  and ],...,[ 21 Gnjj  , are identical, the same generator 
responses in terms of i (t) and j (t) can be observed. 
It is a general principle in generator slow coherency evaluation that only 
the slow modes representing the inherent structural characteristics of the system 
are of concern. It is a common practice to choose a specific number of the slowest 
modes in the system. This number primarily depends on the number of coherent 
groups to be formed. Suppose that the matrix   consists of the right eigenvectors 
associated with k slowest modes:  
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 [ ,..., ]1 k    (3.7) 
Then the slow coherency index between generator i and generator j can be defined 
as:  
 
H
i j
ij
i j
d 
 
 
 (3.8) 
where i = [i1,…, ik] and j = [j1,…, jk] are the rows of   corresponding to the 
rotor angle states of generator i and generator j, respectively. || || denotes the 2-
norm of a complex vector, and H denotes the conjugate transpose. 
In (3.8), the scalar dij provides a numeric measure of the generator 
coherency with respect to the selected slow modes in the system. 
3.3 Slow Coherency Index for Changed Conditions 
The mains steps of the proposed algorithm to identify a properly retained 
area boundary for the changed operating condition include several aspects and are 
depicted by the flowchart in Fig. 3.2.  The PTDFs are only used to identify the 
generator candidates in the initial external area. For certain cases, this step can be 
skipped. Then all the generators in the initial external area will be screened. The 
subsequent steps are detailed in the following sections.  
3.3.1 System Variable Perturbation 
To obtain the system state matrix perturbation for a new system condition, 
the perturbation of network variables needs to be determined first.  
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Fig. 3.2 Flowchart of retained area definition algorithm. 
Assuming that the Jacobian matrix at the base case is Jpf, the equation in polar 
coordinates relating power injection perturbation with voltage perturbation is as 
follow:  
 
/pf

 
   
   
 
   
P 
J
Q V V
 (3.9) 
where P = [PGT PLT]T is the active power injection perturbation vector,  = 
[GT LT]T is the bus voltage phase angle perturbation vector, and the subscripts 
G and L denote the generator and load buses, respectively. Q = QL and V/V 
=VL/VL are the reactive power injection perturbation vector and the voltage 
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magnitude perturbation vector at load buses, respectively. In (3.9), the generator 
bus that violates the reactive power limit is converted to a P-Q bus. Defining the 
sensitivity matrix as S = Jpf-1, the bus voltage perturbation is given by:  
 
/

 
   
   
 
   
 P
S
V V Q
 (3.10)
Then the reactive power injection perturbation at generator i can be obtained by: 
  /
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 (3.11)
where  and V/V can be obtained from (3.10). QGi/ and QGi/(V/V) are 
the Jacobian matrix elements related to the reactive power injection at generator i.  
In the classical generator model, the internal voltage behind the transient 
reactance of generator i, namely Eii , is defined as:   
    2 2' / ' /i i Gi di i Gi di iE V Q x V P x V    (3.12)
    1tan ' / / ' /i i Gi di i i Gi di iP x V V Q x V        (3.13)
where x'di is the generator transient reactance, Vii is the generator terminal 
voltage, PGi and QGi are the active and reactive power injections, respectively. 
Linearizing (3.12) and (3.13) with Vi being held constant gives:  
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  (3.15)
As shown in (3.14) and (3.15), the perturbations of generator internal 
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voltage and rotor angle can be determined once PG, PL, and QL for different 
system conditions are properly defined. It is also noted that in (3.14) and (3.15) 
only the static transition is considered and the dynamics from one operating 
condition to another condition will not be taken into account. The approach to 
define the power injection perturbation vector for different operating condition is 
detailed as follows: 
 Generation Change 
Assuming the active power outputs at a set of generators are rescheduled 
under a new operating condition. Its impact on the remainder of the system can be 
simulated by setting PG as:  
 
G
G Gi Gi
i K
P


  
P M  (3.16)
where KG is the set of dispatchable generators, MGi is the vector with 1 at the 
entry corresponding to generator i and zeros elsewhere, and PGi is the amount of 
power generation change. In (3.16), PGi is determined by the scheduling 
methodology for the selected generators when active power imbalance within the 
system occurs.  
 Load Change 
The following adjustments to PL and QL are also made when a set of 
loads are subject to changes: 
 
L
L PLi Li
i K
P


   
P M  (3.17) 
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where KL is the set of changed load buses, MPLi and MQLi are the vectors with 1 at 
the entry corresponding to load bus i and zeros elsewhere, and PGi and QGi are 
the changing amount of active and reactive power consumption at load bus i, 
respectively.  
 Line Outage  
The line outage simulation is commonly implemented for the available 
transfer capability (ATC) evaluation that investigates the impacts of line outage 
on the power flow distribution within a power grid. The sensitivity-based method 
[26] for ATC assessment is applied for its simplicity and accuracy, and the basic 
idea is to simulate the impacts of line outage by adding an appropriate set of 
power injection perturbations at the line terminals in the pre-outage condition. 
Fig. 3.3 depicts the pre-outage, post-outage, and equivalent representations when 
the line from bus i to bus j is tripped. From Fig. 3.3 (a) and (c), the active power 
flow balance at bus i gives:  
 i ia ijP P P   (3.19) 
 ' ' 'i ia ijP P P   (3.20) 
Then the change in the net active power flow at bus i is:  
    ' ' 'i i i ia ia ij ij ia ijP P P P P P P P P
        
  
  (3.21)
Comparing Fig. 3.3 (a) and (b) gives:  
 'i ia ij iaP P P P    (3.22)
which is equivalent to:  
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 'ia ia ia ijP P P P
     (3.23)
Substituting (3.23) into (3.21) gives:  
 ij i ijP P P
  
   (3.24)
where Pi is the equivalent power injection perturbation added at bus i for the 
purpose of simulating the impacts of line outage on the remaining system. After 
Pi is appended to bus i, the equivalent system can be formed, as shown in Fig. 
3.3(c). It is desirable that the equivalent system can present a good match in the 
active power flow over the line from bus i to bus j compared to the post-outage 
system. In (3.24), Pij can be approximated by a linear combination of all power 
injection perturbations at the line terminals defined by:  
 ij ij ij ijij i j i j
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Substituting (3.25) into (3.24) gives:  
 1ij ij ij iji j i j ij
i j i j
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P P Q Q P
P P Q Q
    !
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 (3.26)
The same algorithm is applied to bus j. Then the following equation is 
solved for the equivalent power injection perturbations at the line terminal buses:  
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 (3.27)
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i iP jQ j jP jQ jb jbP jQia iaP jQ
ij ijP jQ ji jiP jQ
i iV  j jV 
i iP jQ j jP jQ ' 'jb jbP jQ' 'ia iaP jQ
' 'i iV  ' 'j jV 
 
' 'i iP jQ ' 'j jP jQ ' 'jb jbP jQ' 'ia iaP jQ
' 'ij ijP jQ ' 'ji jiP jQ
' 'i iV  ' 'j jV 
 
Fig. 3.3 Simulation of line outage. 
Because the structure of the equivalent system is identical to that in the 
pre-outage system, the elements of the coefficient matrix in (3.27) can be obtained 
directly from the pre-outage system. For instance, at the base case, the active 
power over the line from bus i to bus j measured at bus i is:  
  2 cos sinij i ij i j ij ij ij ijP V g VV g b     (3.28)
where gij and bij are the primitive line conductance and susceptance, respectively. 
Obtaining the partial derivative of (3.28) with respect to Pi gives:  
 
//
/ /
ij ij ij j ij ij j ji i i
i i i j i i i i j j i
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 (3.29)
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where i/Pi, j/Pi, (Vi/Vi)/Pi, and (Vj/Vj)/Pi can be readily obtained from 
S in (3.10). Pij/i, Pij/j, Pij /(Vi/Vi), and Pij/(Vj/Vj) can be calculated with 
the line parameters and terminal voltages at the base case known. 
Because the line terminals are modeled as load buses in stability analysis, 
the power injection perturbations obtained from (3.27) are then appended to the 
corresponding buses in the same manner as shown in (3.17) and (3.18).   
 Line Addition 
An identical procedure as in the line outage case can be developed for the 
case of line addition. The approach to estimate the new system state after the line 
from bus i to bus j is closed is depicted in Fig. 3.4. As seen from Fig. 3.4(a) and 
(c), the active power flow balance at bus i gives:  
 i iaP P  (3.30)
 ' 'i iaP P  (3.31)
The changes in the net active power injection at the bus i is:   
  ' 'i i i ia ia iaP P P P P P
      
  (3.32)
Comparing Fig. 3.4(a) and (b) gives:   
 ' 'ia ij i iaP P P P    (3.33)
which is equivalent to:   
 ' 'ia ia ia ijP P P P
      (3.34)
Substituting (3.34) into (3.32) gives:  
 'i ijP P
    (3.35)
In Fig. 3.4(b), the active power flow measured at bus i is:  
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 0 0'ij ij ijP P P 
  (3.36)
It can be seen that P'ij can be divided into the following components:  
 Pij0 is a hypothetical quantity representing the active power over the line if it 
is in service as shown in Fig. 3.4(a) which is defined as:    
  20 cos sinij i ij i j ij ij ij ijP V g VV g b     (3.37)
 Pij0 is a hypothetical quantity that represents the perturbation of line active 
power flow resulting from the voltage deviations at bus i and bus j as the line 
is closed. This hypothetical quantity is modeled as the equivalent power 
injection perturbation to the original system in the following form:  
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Substituting (3.36), (3.37), and (3.38) into (3.32) gives:   
 0 0 0 0 01
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 (3.39)
A similar algorithm is applied to bus j. Then the following equation is 
solved for the equivalent power injection perturbations at the line terminals:  
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Similar to the case of line outage, all the elements in the coefficient matrix 
in (3.40) can be obtained from the base case. 
i iP jQ j jP jQ jb jbP jQia iaP jQ
0 0ij ijP jQ 0 0ji jiP jQ
i iV  j jV 
 
i iP jQ j jP jQ ' 'jb jbP jQ' 'ia iaP jQ
' 'ij ijP jQ ' 'ji jiP jQ
' 'i iV  ' 'j jV 
 
' 'i iP jQ ' 'j jP jQ ' 'jb jbP jQ' 'ia iaP jQ
' 'i iV  ' 'j jV 
 
Fig. 3.4 Simulation of line addition. 
3.3.2 System Admittance Matrix Perturbation 
For a system topology change, a procedure based on the Householder’s 
theorem [27] is also applied to evaluate the perturbation of the system admittance 
matrix that is reduced to the generator internal buses. When augmenting the 
network admittance matrix with the generator transient reactances, the full system 
admittance matrix can be written as:  
 '
II IG
A B
GI GG GL
C D
LG LL
 
           
Y Y 0
Y Y
Y Y Y Y
Y Y
0 Y Y
 (3.41)
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where subscript I, G, and L denote to the generator internal buses, the generator 
terminal buses, and the load buses. Then the system admittance matrix reduced to 
generator internal buses is: 
 1red A B D C
 Y Y Y Y Y  (3.42)
The system typology change can be represented by the modification to YD, which 
can be expressed as:  
 D
 Y KDL  (3.43)
Suppose the line from bus i to bus j is modified, K, D, and L in (3.43) are defined 
as:  
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D  (3.45)
where yij is the primitive line admittance, and cij is the half line charging 
susceptance. Then the perturbation of Yred associated with the system typology 
change is given by:  
   11 1 1 1red B D D D C
   
  Y Y Y K D LY K LY Y  (3.46)
Because YB, YC, and YD are the same as in the base case, the impact of 
system topology change on the reduced system admittance matrix can be easily 
determined from (3.46). 
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3.3.3 System State Matrix Perturbation 
As the perturbations of the system variables (e.g. generator internal 
voltage and rotor angle) and the perturbation of reduced system admittance matrix 
are known, the perturbation of the synchronizing power coefficient matrix K can 
be obtained by ignoring the higher order terms of the Taylor series:  
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 (3.48)
Then the perturbation of the system state matrix for the new system condition is: 
 -1sys
 

    
 
0 0
A
M K 0
 (3.49)
3.3.4 Slow Coherency Index Perturbation 
For different operating conditions, the key to predicting the changes in 
generator slow coherency is to estimate the new right eigenvectors associated 
with the slow modes selected. As Asys is known from previous steps, a predictor 
and corrector based approach is applied. 
 Predictor 
Given Asys in (3.49), the sensitivities of the eigenvalue and right 
eigenvector of the ith slow mode are given by [28]:  
 i i sys i
  
 A   (3.50)
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   Hi sys i i i sys i i 
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  
A I A I     (3.51)
Then the new eigensolution can be approximated by:  
 i i i'    
  (3.52)
 i i i'  
    (3.53)
It can be seen that a unit step length along the direction of i and i is used in 
(3.52) and (3.53). Assuming that the system state matrix under the new operating 
condition is A'sys = Asys+Asys, the following mismatch of the predictor procedure 
needs to be justified:  
 sys i i i' ' ' '
  G A    (3.54)
 Corrector 
To drive (3.54) to zero, the first-order estimate is applied as follows:  
  sys i i i i' ' ' ' ' 
  
 
 A I G 0   (3.55)
For the unit normalization constraint on the right eigenvector, the following 
equation also holds: 
 0Hi i' '
    (3.56)
Combining (3.55) and (3.56), a set of complex equations is formed to solve for 
the eigensolution sensitivities indicating the descent direction for G, which is 
given by:  
 0 0
isys i i
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Assuming that the step length along the direction of 'i and 'i is a, the 
best estimate of the new eigensolution can be achieved when the following norm 
function is minimized:  
       2( ) sys i i i i i if a ' ' ' a ' ' a ' ' a  
   
  
A      (3.58)
Neglecting the higher order term of ('i a)(a) gives:   
    ( ) Hi if a a a 
  
 G e G e  (3.59)
where ei = A'sys'i 'i 'i 'i 'i. To minimize (3.59), the following 
necessary condition needs to be satisfied:  
      0Hi ia aa
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G e G e  (3.60)
Then the optimal step length aopt that minimizes f (a) in (3.59) is:   
    1 ReH Hopt i i ia

  
e e G e  (3.61)
From (3.59) and (3.61), it can be easily proven that ei = G and aopt = 1.0. Then 
the updated estimate of the new eigensolutions can be formed as:  
 i i opt i i i'' ' a ' ' '  
  
  (3.62)
 i i opt i i i'' ' a ' ' '  
   
      (3.63)
It is to be noted that the above estimate may not necessarily lead to the minimum 
error term defined in (3.58) due to the approximation made in (3.59). Then the 
corrector procedure needs to be conducted iteratively until the norm of G 
decreases to an acceptable value. In each iteration, 'i and 'iin (3.54) and (3.57) 
are substituted by ''i and ''i from (3.62) and (3.63), respectively. Because the 
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estimate from the predictor procedure is very close to the exact solution, only a 
few iterations will be needed.  
  As the best estimates of the right eigenvectors are known, the new 
generator slow coherency indices within the system can be calculated. The critical 
generators in the initial external area that become slowly coherent with the 
initially retained generators in the study area can be identified. 
3.3.5 Boundary Adjustment Algorithm 
When determining an appropriate retained area boundary, the breath-first-
search (BFS) algorithm [29] is applied to search for the paths consisting of the 
minimum set of buses connecting the identified critical generators to the study 
area. An example of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.  
 
Fig. 3.5 BFS-based boundary determination method. 
As shown in Fig. 3.5, the path searching algorithm starts from a specified 
bus in the study area. At each search step, all the subsequent buses directly 
connected to the non-targeted buses that are found at the previous step are 
identified. The searching procedure terminates when all the targeted buses are 
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found. Finally, all the buses in the successful paths from the starting buses to the 
targeted buses are retained, leading to new retained area boundary. This approach 
has the advantage of limiting the size of the subsystem to be retained. For the 
application to large-scale power systems, this advantage is a desired feature in 
dynamic equivalents when a high reduction ratio is required.  
In the final step, the network and coherent generators in the newly defined 
external area are equivalenced in DYNRED, and the specific equivalent model 
that corresponds to the new operating condition can be formed.  
3.4 Test Case Verification 
A portion of the WECC system consisting of 5186 buses is used to verify 
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The simplified representation of the 
test system is shown in Fig. 3.6.  
 
Fig. 3.6 Diagram of WECC test system [30].  
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The system has a total generation of 78170 MW and 9374 MVAr and a 
total load of 75972 MW and 11666 MVAr. The detailed generator models with 
exciters, governors, and PSSs are used if applicable. Area D is defined as the 
initial study area, and the remaining system is referred to as the initial external 
area. For evaluating the generator slow coherency, a total of 45 slowest modes are 
selected.  
3.4.1 Slow Coherency Index Estimation Accuracy 
Four cases are analyzed to verify the accuracy of the slow coherency index 
estimation. The exact (evaluated by repeat calculation) and estimated (evaluated 
by applying the proposed procedure) slow coherency indices of generator 213 
with respect to the selected generators in the study area are compared in Fig. 3.7- 
Fig. 3.10. 
 Case1: The loads in Sub Area 1 increase by 250 MW, and the generation of 
generator 213 and 206 increases by 100 MW and 150 MW, respectively.  
 
 Fig. 3.7 Slow coherency indices of generator 213 for Case 1 
 Case2: the generation of generator 213 reduces by 200 MW, and both 
generator 206 and 207 pick up this change equally.  
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Fig. 3.8 Slow coherency indices of generator 213 for Case 2. 
 Case3: The 230 kV transmission line from bus SY to bus MI is tripped. 
 
Fig. 3.9 Slow coherency indices of generator 213 for Case 3. 
 Case4: The 230 kV transmission line from bus EN to bus SA is added.   
 
Fig. 3.10 Slow coherency indices of generator 213 for Case 4. 
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From the test cases, it can be concluded that the proposed approach is 
effective in capturing the significant changes in generator slow coherency. In 
Case 4, for example, the prediction of the slow coherency indices of generator 
300, 305, 306, and 321 shows a good match compared to the exact values. The 
relatively larger errors in the line outage and addition cases are mainly due to the 
nonlinearity presented by the system that is ignored in the proposed algorithm. 
However, the estimation is still accurate enough to identify the critical generators.  
3.4.2 Verification of Retained Area Adjustment 
Considering Case 4 in the previous section, the proposed approach is 
applied. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the generators having PTDFs greater than 0.35 and 
the capacity greater than 50MVA are selected as the candidates in the initial 
external area. Using 0.80 as the threshold, generator 205-214 with a total capacity 
of 1935 MVA are found to become slowly coherent with the generators in the 
initial study area after the line EN-SA is added. After running BFS-based program 
to determine the expanded retained area, 26 buses located in the initial external 
area are identified, leading to the revised retained area boundary, as shown in Fig. 
3.6. Accordingly, a new equivalent system is formed. The scale of the new 
equivalent system is summarized in Table 3-1.  
Table 3-1 Summary of new equivalent system 
 Buses Lines Loads Generators in entire syst. 
Generators in 
external area 
Full syst. 5186 6953 2794 567 431 
New equivalent syst. 1208 2253 574 264 119 
% of full syst. 23.3% 32.4% 20.5% 46.6% 27.6% 
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From Table 3-1, it is observed that a significant reduction in the system 
size can be achieved when the new equivalent system is applied. For example, 
53.4% of the generators in the full system representation have been successfully 
eliminated after dynamic equivalencing. This reduction ratio is even higher when 
only the generators in the external area are considered. As the number of 
generators decreases in the equivalent system, the computational effort required 
for the time-domain simulation ought to be reduced. The computational time for 
completing the proposed approach is compared to formation of the equivalent 
from the start in DYNRED, as listed in Table 3-2.  
Table 3-2 Comparison of building dynamic equivalents  
Steps Proposed method DYNRED 
Form and calculate state matrix 3.8 s 11.0 s 
Group coherent generators 1.1 s 2.3 s 
Build equivalent system 2.4 s 2.4s 
Total 7.3 s 15.7s 
 
It can be seen from Table 3-2 that the proposed method allows a saving of 
65.5% of the computational time in comparison to DYNRED when forming the 
system state matrix and solving for the eigensolutions on an Intel Core2 Duo 
Processor T6700 (2.66GHz) PC with 2 GB of RAM. Because the calculation of 
each mode is independent of other modes in the proposed approach, further 
improvement can be achieved using parallel computation. The iteration count for 
calculating each slow mode of interest in the corrector step is shown in Fig. 3.11.  
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Fig. 3.11 Iteration count in the corrector step. 
It can be concluded from Fig. 3.11 that for half the slow modes, the 
eigensolutions can be obtained in less two iterations; and even in the worst cases, 
four iterations are required at the most. To verify the equivalencing accuracy, the 
following three 20-second simulations are conducted:  
 CON1: a three-phase fault is applied on the ST 230 kV bus in Sub Area 2 at 1 
s, and it is cleared after 12 cycles by tripping the 230 kV line from ST to EL; 
 CON2: a three-phase fault is applied on the LA 230 kV bus in Sub Area 2 at 1 
s, and it is cleared after 12 cycles by tripping the 230 kV line from LA to DE; 
 CON3: a three-phase to ground fault is applied at the middle of the 500 kV 
line from VI to LU at 1 s, and it is cleared after 4 cycles by tripping the entire 
line.  
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For each scenario, the root mean square error (RMSE) [8] is calculated to 
measure the response mismatch between the full system and equivalent system. 
For generator i, the RMSE is defined as:   
 
2
0
1 ( ) ( ) ( deg.)
T
full equ
i iRMSE t t dt inT
  
 
  (3.64)
where ifull and iequ are the relative rotor angle deviations of generator i 
obtained from the full system and equivalent system, respectively, and T is the 
simulation duration time.  
For the tested contingencies, the RMSEs of the selected generators are 
summarized in Table 3-3. The initial equivalent system is formed using the initial 
study area definition, as shown in Fig. 3.6.   
Table 3-3 Comparison of RMSEs  
Generator number 300 314 320 321 322 
RMSEs 
for CON1 
Initial equivalent syst. 4.33 1.79 0.57 0.79 1.54 
New equivalent syst. 1.60 0.73 0.55 0.30 0.87 
RMSEs 
for CON2 
Initial equivalent syst. 1.79 0.85 0.55 0.39 0.98 
New equivalent syst. 0.97 0.83 0.46 0.21 0.90 
RMSEs 
for CON3 
Initial equivalent syst. 1.09 0.99 0.63 0.29 0.78 
New equivalent syst. 0.95 0.96 0.58 0.24 0.76 
 
From Table 3-3, it is seen that an improvement in the equivalencing 
accuracy can be obtained when the new equivalent system based on the revised 
retained area boundary is used. However, this improvement varies for different 
contingencies. For CON1, the largest reduction in RMSEs is 2.73 for generator 
300; while for CON2 and CON3, the improvements are not significant. This 
finding is consistent with the fact that CON1 is much closer to the revised 
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retained area boundary than other contingences. In addition, the generators close 
to the revised study area boundary, such as generator 300, 321, and 322, are found 
to be more sensitive to the study area boundary adjustment for CON1. The 
relative rotor angle responses of generator 300 and 322 to the system disturbance 
defined in CON1 are also compared in Fig. 3.12 . A remote generator in Sub Area 
2 is chosen as the reference.  
  The simulations indicate that the generator responses in both equivalent 
systems match the full system for the first few seconds after the contingency. As 
dynamic responses evolve, the new equivalent system provides better accuracy 
than the initial equivalent system later in the simulation. It is also seen from Fig. 
3.12 (a) that the new equivalent system presents a more accurate response in 
terms of damping the rotor angle oscillation of generator 300 than the initial 
equivalent system. On the same PC as described before, the simulation execution 
time for CON1 has been reduced from 20.2 s using the full system representation 
to 9.3 s using the new equivalent system. This improvement can accumulate to a 
significant time saving when multiple runs of time-domain simulations are needed 
for on-line DSA. 
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Fig. 3.12 Relative rotor angle responses of generator 300 for CON1 
 
Fig. 3.13 Relative rotor angle responses of generator 322 for CON1 
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3.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, an eigensensitivity-based approach is proposed to evaluate 
the changing patterns of generator slow coherency as system operating condition 
varies. The impacts of load change, generation change, line outage, and line 
addition have been considered. The critical generators in the initial external area 
that become slowly coherent with the initial study area are identified and then 
retained to form a new equivalent system. Without the need to reconstruct system 
state matrix and calculate eigensolutions from scratch, the proposed approach 
provides an efficient means to identify the critical operating condition changes 
that make the adjustment of retained area definition a necessity for better 
equivalencing accuracy. In addition, the proposed approach also provides an 
efficient means to capture the changes in coherent generator groups. Therefore, 
the proposed approach is computationally efficient to form the adaptive dynamic 
equivalent for different operating conditions.   
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Chapter 4  
HYBRID DYNAMIC EQUIVALENTS 
4.1 Background 
In forming conventional dynamic equivalents, the coherent generators in 
the external area are aggregated and replaced by appropriate equivalenced 
generator models. In this process, there are two factors that mainly contribute to 
the errors accumulated. First, the dynamic performances of the coherent 
generators in each group are not necessarily identical. Most of the coherency 
identification methods are based on the generators modeled with the classical 
representation, and this simplification might lead weakly coherent generators to 
be mistakenly grouped into a single group. The authors in [8] pointed out that the 
excitation system can significantly affect generator dynamic responses following 
a system disturbance, and more accurate grouping result can be achieved when 
the effects of exciters and other control systems are taken into account. Second, it 
is common in a realistic setting that the generators in a given coherent group have 
different types of exciters, governors, and PSSs. Therefore, it is theoretically 
infeasible to form a single equivalent generator that is able to represent all the 
dynamic characteristics of the coherent generators. This is especially true for the 
classical generator aggregation method [9] because the detailed representations of 
the available generators are neglected in forming the equivalent generator models. 
To account for the errors accumulated throughout the coherency identification and 
generator aggregation process, a large retained area is commonly specified in 
order to achieve adequate equivalencing accuracy. To address this challenge, two 
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comprehensive approaches have been proposed in Chapter 2 and 3. However, the 
test results indicate that the improvement of equivalencing accuracy becomes 
insignificant when the retained area is already large enough. The accuracy of the 
equivalent models of the external area could be even more questionable presently 
as detailed information about the network and component models in the entire 
system is often inaccessible to a single entity in the restructured environment. 
Recently, the ANN technique has been successfully applied to the subject 
of dynamic equivalents because of its superior capability of capturing arbitrary 
input-and-output mappings stored in the training samples. The ANN-based 
equivalent, represented by a set of neural networks, is a “black box” in nature. It 
only needs the measurements at the retained area boundary buses instead of the 
detailed model information in the external area. In references [17],[18], [20], and 
[31], different types of neural networks, such as bottleneck networks and 
recurrent networks, have been studied. In an attempt to effectively capture the 
dynamic characteristics of the external area, these efforts show the need for a 
complicated neural network structure in order to obtain reasonable equivalencing 
accuracy. 
In this chapter, a new hybrid dynamic equivalent model is developed and 
analyzed as efforts to improve the feasibility of the conventional coherency-based 
equivalents and at the same time to overcome the disadvantage of complicated 
structure in ANN-based equivalents. In the proposed hybrid model, the ANN-
based equivalent works in conjunction with the coherency-based equivalent and is 
expected to improve performance of the coherency-based equivalent by providing 
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desirable supplementary compensation in terms of power injections at all the 
boundary buses.  
4.2 Training Data for ANN-based Equivalent 
In Fig. 4.1, the evolution of the proposed hybrid dynamic equivalent is 
presented. Using the boundary bus voltages as inputs, the ANN-based equivalent 
dynamically adjusts its power injections at the boundary buses to minimize the 
voltage response mismatch at the boundary buses between the full system and the 
conventionally reduced system.  
 
Fig. 4.1 Evolution of the hybrid equivalents. 
With a properly trained neural network, the hybrid equivalent is expected 
to more accurately represent the dynamic characteristics of the external area. It is 
noted that in the hybrid reduced system, the coherency-based equivalent still plays 
a dominant role, and the ANN-based equivalent is only used to capture additional 
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dynamic characteristics that have not been represented in the conventionally 
reduced system. In addition, the connection configuration of the equivalent allows 
great flexibility for practical implementation. For example, the hybrid reduced 
system can convert back to a conventionally reduced system when the ANN-
based equivalent is bypassed. 
To build the ANN-based equivalent, the voltages at the boundary buses 
together with the required power injections need to be determined at each time 
instant. In the literature, the trajectory sensitivity method [32],[33] provides an 
efficient approach to estimate system variable deviations with respect to system 
parameter changes without extensively increasing the computational burden. 
When computing the appropriate power injections of the ANN-based equivalent, 
the trajectory sensitivity method is applied to determine the gradient direction that 
reduces the observed mismatch of the boundary voltage responses between the 
full system and the conventionally reduced system. 
4.2.1 Power System Models 
 A power system can be represented by a set of DAEs as shown below: 
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where x is the state variable vector, y is the algebraic variable vector, and  is a 
system parameter subject to changes (e.g. load level or generation level). Initially 
 is set to 0. The differential equation vector f represents the dynamics of the 
system components, and the algebraic equation vector g represents the power flow 
balance equation at each bus within the system.  
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To numerically solve the DAEs in (4.1) for a time-domain simulation, an 
implicit method like the trapezoidal rule [24] is applied. The application of the 
trapezoidal rule is as follows. At the time instant n, the following equations need 
to be solved to determine xn and yn: 
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where xn and yn are the state and algebraic variable vectors calculated at the time 
instant n. t is the integration time step. To solve the nonlinear equations in (4.2), 
the Newton-Raphson (NR) iterative algorithm is used. At the time instant n, the 
solution derived at the kth iteration is: 
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In (4.3), kn
x and 
k
n
y are the variable increments at the k
th iteration and calculated 
in the following equation: 
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where /k  xf f x , /
k  yf f y , /
k  xg g x , and /
k  yg g y are the partial derivative 
matrices calculated at x=xk and y=yk.  
 The entire iterative process terminates when the increments in (4.4) are 
smaller than a specified tolerance. It is assumed that the solution converges to 
x=xn and y=yn after the kth iteration. Then the elements of the coefficient matrices 
in (4.4) can be denoted as:  
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4.2.2 Trajectory Sensitivity for Single Parameter 
 For the initial parameter, namely 0, the corresponding DAEs in (4.1) have 
a unique trajectory following a specific system disturbance. Then for any  that is 
sufficiently close to 0, the perturbed trajectory solution can be determined by 
taking the derivatives of the system state and algebraic variables with respect to , 
as shown below:  
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Assume that x = x/, y = y/, fx = f/x, fy = f/y, f = f/, gx = g/x, gy 
= g/y, and g = g/, then (4.9) can be written in a compact form as shown 
below: 
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 It is seen in (4.10) that the sensitivities of x and y with respect to  at  = 
0 are described by a set of linear DAEs. As in the case of (4.1), the trapezoidal 
rule is also applied to solve the DAEs in (4.10). Then the sensitivities at the time 
instant n are given by:  
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where fx,n, fy,n, gx,n, and gy,n are the partial derivative matrices formed at the last 
iteration in (4.5) - (4.8). To determine the unknowns, namely x,n and y,n,  (4.11) 
can be re-formulated as:  
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 It is seen from (4.12) that the additional computational effort for trajectory 
sensitivity calculation is manageable as (1) it is a linear equation; and (2) all the 
coefficients on the left-hand side can be directly obtained when calculating the 
initial trajectory with  = 0 at the same time instant. Based on the specified 
changing pattern of , the remaining coefficients can be determined accordingly, 
which is detailed in Section 4.2.4.  
 With the variable sensitivities at the time instant n known, the system state 
and algebraic variables for  = 0+ can be approximated by: 
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where newnx and 
new
ny are the approximations of the system variables for  = 0+.  
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4.2.3 Trajectory Sensitivity for Multiple Parameters 
 In a realistic setting, the system operating condition changes constantly in 
different manners (e.g. generator scheduling, load curtailment, line outage, etc.). 
Assuming that two system parameters, namely 1 and 2, are subject to change 
simultaneously, the trajectory sensitivity for each system parameter is determined 
by:  
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 When the new system parameters are close to their initial values, the 
higher order terms of the Taylor series of the new system variables can be 
neglected. Then the approximations of new system variables at the time instant n 
are given by:    
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where 1 and 2 are the deviations of the parameter 1 and 2, respectively.  
4.2.4 Training Set Formulation 
 As shown in Fig. 4.1, the proposed hybrid dynamic equivalent consists of 
two parts: the coherency-based equivalent and the ANN-based equivalent. The 
ANN-based equivalent is designed to compensate for the discrepancy between the 
full system and the conventionally reduced system formed in DYNRED by 
providing appropriate power injections at all the boundary buses. To form the 
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training set for the ANN-based equivalent, the voltages at the connection buses 
together with the required power injections need to be determined at each time 
instant. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the ANN-based equivalent is 
connected to bus i (iB where B denotes the set comprising the boundary buses). 
An example of how the training data is formulated is depicted in Fig. 4.2.  
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,ri nV
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,
k
ri n
V
. . . . . .
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,nriV
 
Fig. 4.2 Formulation process of training data. 
 In Fig. 4.2, Vri,n and Vfi,n are the complex voltage at bus i at the time 
instant n, and the subscript r and f denote the reduced system and full system, 
respectively. At the beginning of the iterative process, the power injections of the 
ANN-based equivalent at the time instant n are initialized at the values obtained at 
the time instant n-1. Then the power injections of the ANN-based equivalent are 
updated in the direction that reduces the observed mismatch of the boundary bus 
voltage responses between the full system and reduced system. At the kth iteration 
for instance, the power injections of the ANN-based equivalent at the boundary 
buses can be determined in the following form:   
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where ,
k
ANN nP and ,
k
ANN nQ  are the column vectors that are constituted with
k
nANNiP , and 
k
nANNiQ ,  (iB), respectively. The power injection increments of the ANN-based 
equivalent can be determined uniquely by solving the following linear equation:    
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where Vf,n and f,n are the voltage magnitude and phase angle vectors at the 
boundary buses in the full system sorted in the same order as in ,
k
ANN nP  and ,
k
ANN nQ . 
At the kth iteration, the same voltage vectors in the reduced system are denoted as 
,
k
r nV  and ,
k
r n , respectively. In (4.18), , ,/r n ANN n V P , , ,/r n ANN n V Q , , ,/r n ANN n  P , 
and , ,/r n ANN n  Q  are the sensitivities of Vr,n and r,n calculated at , ,
k
ANN n ANN nP P  
and , ,
k
ANN n ANN nQ Q . Assume that bus i and bus j are two arbitrary buses in B, 
then Vri,n/PANNj,n and ri,n/PANNj,n can be obtained by solving (4.12) in which 
PANNj,n is treated as a system parameter. Let x'n = x/PANNj,n and y'n = y/PANNj,n 
computed at the time instant n, (4.12) can be re-written as:   
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where f'n and g'n denote f/PANNj,n and g/PANNj,n computed at the time instant n, 
respectively.  
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 In (4.19), it is noted that PANNj,n is defined specifically for the present time 
instant n, and it does not affect the system dynamics at previous time instants. 
Therefore at the time instant n-1, x/PANNj,n=0, y/PANNj,n=0, and f/PANNj,n=0. 
Correspondingly, it can be shown that in (4.19) x'n-1=0, y'n-1=0, and f'n-1= 0. Then 
(4.19) can be simplified as:  
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To solve for x'n and y'n in (4.20), f 'n and g'n need to be defined properly.  
 f'n are the derivatives of f with respect to PANNj,n at the time instant n. Because 
PANNj,n is independent of any dynamic component that is represented by f and 
is only modeled as an additional power injection at bus j, it can be proven that 
f'n=0.  
 g'n are the derivatives of g with respect to PANNj,n at the time instant n. At bus j, 
the following active power balance equation holds:  
  , , , , , ,
1
cos sin 0
tn
Pj j n ANNj n j n k n jk jk n jk jk n
k
g P P V V G B 

      (4.21)
where Pj,n is the existing power injection at bus j, Vj,nj,n and Vk,n k,n are 
the voltages at bus j and bus k, respectively. Gjk+jBjk are (j,k) element of the 
system admittance matrix, and nt is the total number of buses in the system. It 
can be proven that g'n is a column vector with 1 at the entry corresponding to 
gpj and zeros elsewhere. 
With f'n and g'n known and using the partial derivative matrices computed in (4.5) 
- (4.8), (4.20) can be re-written in the following form:  
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 It is noted in (4.22) that only the elements in y'n that correspond to 
Vi,n/PANNj,n and i,n/PANNj,n need to be determined. The sensitivities of the 
boundary bus voltages with respect to the reactive power injections of the ANN-
based equivalent, namely Vi/QANNj,n and i/QANNj,n, can also be obtained in a 
similar manner. The only difference is that g'n in (4.22) now becomes a column 
vector with 1 at the entry corresponding to the reactive power balance equation of 
bus j and zeros elsewhere. The iterative procedure terminates when the voltage 
difference in (4.18) is smaller than a specified tolerance.  
To minimize the number of modifications to the existing transient 
simulation software packages, the proposed method is implemented in accordance 
with the flowchart, as shown in Fig. 4.3.  
The proposed method has been successfully incorporated into the dynamic 
simulation software package named the Power System Analysis Toolbox (PSAT) 
[34] developed in MATLAB environment. Prior to running this routine, the 
voltage responses at the boundary buses in the full system representation are 
simulated for the same system disturbance of interest. The obtained responses are 
then used as the reference in determining the proper power injections of the ANN-
based equivalent. 
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Fig. 4.3 Flowchart for building an ANN training set. 
 After running the proposed routine, the following training set for a given 
disturbance can be formed:  
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, ,
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where nf  is the time instant until which the responses are compared. 
 In order to provide sufficient training samples for the ANN-based 
equivalent, different contingencies need to be investigated using the identical 
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approach as shown in Fig. 4.3. It can be seen that the proposed algorithm is a type 
of boundary matching technique specifically for time-domain simulation. During 
the simulation duration, the trajectory sensitivity is computed without extensively 
increasing the computational burden. In addition, the trajectory sensitivity with 
respect to a specific system parameter is independent of the other parameters. 
Therefore, the computational efficiency can be further improved with the use of a 
parallel or cluster computation technique. For instance, the trajectory sensitivities 
of the boundary voltages with respect to the active and reactive power injections 
in (4.18) can be computed simultaneously on different computing units in a 
cluster. Another advantage of the proposed method is that real-time data collected 
by the PMUs installed at the boundary buses can be directly used as the reference 
in forming the training set. In this way, it allows the ANN-based equivalent to 
capture the discrepancy between the planning models that are used for building 
the conventionally reduced system and the exact system models under realistic 
operating condition, leading to improved models for on-line DSA.   
4.3 ANN-based Equivalent Formulation 
Given the training samples formed in the previous section, an appropriate 
neural network, simulating the input-and-output mapping stored in the training 
set, needs to be determined. This section starts with a brief introduction to the 
ANN theory.  
4.3.1 Introduction to ANN  
The development of ANNs originated as a result of a goal to approximate 
the functionality of human brains in solving various problems that cannot be 
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handled with digital computing techniques. The pioneering work on ANN was 
carried out by McCulloch and Pitts in the 1940s, and they showed that the neuron 
can be modeled as a simple threshold device to perform logic function. In the 
1960s, the models, such as perceptron, adaline, and learning matrix, were 
introduced as efforts to realize the concept of neural network. Due to extensive 
studies involved, neural networks have become a popular and efficient technique 
in a wide range of applications. The basic elements of a neural network are 
introduced in the following sections.  
4.3.1.1 Neuron 
A neuron is the fundamental unit of the neural network. A standard model 
of a neuron is shown in Fig. 4.4.  
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Fig. 4.4 Typical model of a neuron. 
It is seen from Fig. 4.4 that a neuron is a nonlinear and parameterized 
function including three basic elements:  
 Connecting links: the connecting links are characterized by weights. For the 
weight wkj, the first subscript refers to the neuron of interest and the second 
subscript denotes the input associated with this weight.  
 Summing junction: this junction sums the input signals weighted by the 
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respective connection weights of the neuron. For the neuron shown in Fig. 4.4, 
it can be described by: 
 
1
p
k kj j k
j
u w x b

   (4.24)
where x1,x2, …, xp are input signals, wk1, wk2, …, wkp are the input weights, bk 
is the bias, and uk is the summing output.  
 Activation function: the activation function defines the output of a neuron in 
terms of the activity level of its inputs. Four basic types of activation functions 
are summarized in Fig. 4.5.  
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Fig. 4.5 Typical activation functions. 
Among these activation functions, the linear and sigmoid functions are 
widely applied because that they are differentiable and continuous. The first 
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characteristic makes it possible to derive a gradient search learning algorithm for 
the network with multiple layers, and the second feature makes the network 
suitable for the applications requiring a continuous-valued output instead of the 
binary output. As shown in Fig. 4.5, the amplitude ranges of the output of a 
neuron are normalized in the interval of [0,1] for the log-sigmoid function and      
[-1,1] for the tan-sigmoid function. 
4.3.1.2 Network Structure 
When neurons are structured into a neural network, different layouts yield 
diverse network behaviors. According to the architecture, neural networks can be 
divided into two categories:  
(a) Feed-forward Network  
It produces only one set of outputs rather than a sequence of values from 
the inputs. In other words, it is memory-less in the sense that its response to the 
inputs is independent of the previous network states. This category of neural 
network includes:  
 Multilayer Perceptron-based Network (MLP)  
In Fig. 4.6, the layer manipulating the input signals is called input layer, 
the layer performing the intermediate computations is called hidden layer, and the 
layer connected to the outputs is called output layer. For the MLP network in Fig. 
4.6, the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer contain n neurons, h neurons, 
and o neurons, respectively. It is to be noted that the feed-forward network is 
static in nature. Therefore the outputs can be determined uniquely with the 
presence of the inputs at a given time instant.  
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Fig. 4.6 Typical MLP network structure. 
 Radial Basis Function-based Network (RBF)  
Instead of assigning the weights to the connections as in MLP networks, 
the adjustable parameters in a RFB network are assigned to its nonlinear 
activation functions. A typical RBF network is shown in Fig. 4.7.  
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Fig. 4.7 Typical RBF network structure. 
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As shown in Fig. 4.7, the activation function at the hidden layer is the 
Gaussian distribution function. For the neuron i at the hidden layer, this function 
is given by:  
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where x = [x1, x2,…,xn]T is the input vector, mi and i2 are the mean value and 
variance of the Gaussian basis function respectively. In addition to the weights 
from the hidden layer to the output layer, the Gaussian distribution parameters in 
(4.25) need to be optimized. The study in [35] shows that the RBF networks with 
Gaussian basis function have been shown to be universal function approximators.  
(b)  Recurrent Neural Network 
The recurrent neural network is different from a feedforward neural 
network in the sense that it has at least one feedback loop in its structure. It can 
either be the feedback of the outputs or the feedback of the states at the hidden 
layer. The presence of feedback loops has a profound impact on the learning 
capacity and performance of this type of neural network. In fact, the recurrent 
network becomes a dynamic network, and its outputs depend not only on the 
present inputs but also the feedbacks derived from the previous time instants. Two 
types of recurrent neural networks are commonly found in the literature.  
 Locally Recurrent Neural Network (LRNN) 
The basic idea of LRNN is to introduce the system states at the hidden 
layer to the input layer. A typical LRNN with unit time delay (UTD) function is 
displayed in Fig. 4.8.  
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Fig. 4.8 Typical LRNN structure. 
As shown in Fig. 4.8, the outputs of the neurons at the hidden layer are fed 
back to the network inputs through a UTD. Therefore, the order of the model is 
equal to the number of hidden neurons. The outputs at a specific time instant are 
nonlinear functions of the external inputs at the present time instant and of the 
outputs of hidden neurons at the previous time instant. This type of network has 
been successfully implemented in the studies in [36]-[38].  
 Fully Recurrent Neural Network (FRNN)  
Compared to LRNN, the feedback in a FRNN is achieved by connecting 
the network outputs to its inputs. A simplified FRNN with a UTD is shown in Fig. 
4.9. As can be seen from Fig. 4.9, the order of the mode is determined by the 
number of output neurons. At a specific time instant, the outputs are the nonlinear 
functions of the external inputs at the present instant and the network outputs at 
previous time instant. Because of the inherent dynamic characteristics of FRNN, 
it has been successfully implemented in different studies [31],[39],[40]. 
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Fig. 4.9 Typical FRNN structure. 
4.3.2 Neural Network Structure    
As a dynamic system, the present outputs of the ANN-based equivalent 
depend not only on the present inputs but also the inputs and outputs at previous 
time instants. To accommodate this characteristic, a FRNN [41] is used as the 
network model for the ANN-based equivalent. As shown in Fig. 4.10, compared 
to a typical MLP, the outputs of the FRNN are fed back into the MLP as 
additional inputs. At the input side, both the bus voltages and the power injection 
predictions are fed into the network through the tapped-delay-line-memories with 
l and m delayed units, respectively. At the time instant n, the ANN-based 
equivalent can be represented by a nonlinear function vector defined as: 
 ),...,,,...,,( ,1,,1,,, mnANNnANNlnANNnANNnANNnANN  SSVVVhS  (4.26)
where VANN,n-l is the voltage vector at the time instant n-l, SANN,n-m = [PANN,n-mT 
QANN,n-mT]T is the power injection vector at the time instant n-m, and h is the 
vector of nonlinear mapping functions determined by the specific MLP used.  
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Fig. 4.10 ANN-based equivalent using FRNN. 
For the FRNN to achieve a desirable capability of capturing the input-and-
output mapping stored in the training set and at the same time to limit the number 
of neuron parameters to be optimized, the MLP with three layers of neurons is 
used in the proposed FRNN, as shown in Fig. 4.11. 
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Fig. 4.11 Structure of MLP in ANN-based equivalent. 
In Fig. 4.11, the input vector is x1=[VANN,nT,VANN,n-1T,…, VANN,n-lT, SANN,n-
1
T, …, SANN,n-mT]T. x2 and x3 are the internal state vectors. W(1), W(2), and W(3) 
are the weighting matrices. b(1), b(2), and b(3) are the bias vectors. 1, 2, and 3 
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are the activation functions. The subscript 1, 2, and 3 denote layers 1, 2, and 3 in 
the neural network, respectively. Assume that n1	1, n2	1, n3	1, and n4	1 are the 
dimensions of x1, x2, x3, and SANN,n, respectively, then for layer 1 it can be shown 
that:  
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where x1j is the jth element of x1, wkj(1) is the (k,j)th element of W(1), bk(1) is the 
kth element of b(1), and x2k is the kth element of x2. Similarly, the following 
equations hold for layers 2 and 3:  
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where x3k is the kth element of x3, wkj(2) is the (k,j)th element of W(2), bk(2) is the 
kth element of b(2), and x2j is the jth element of x2. 
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where SANN,nk is the kth element of SANN,n, wkj(3) is the (k,j)th element of W(3), bk(3) 
is the kth element of b(3), and x3j is the jth element of x3. Then the characteristic 
equation h in (4.26) can be determined uniquely as the combination of (4.27) - 
(4.29).  
4.4 Levengerb-Marquardt (LM) Training Method 
To train the FRNN as shown in Fig. 4.10, a variety of training algorithms, 
such as evolutionary method [42], Kalman filter-based method [43], and particle 
swarm optimization-based method [44], is proposed in the literature. However, 
these training methods still need further improvements in order to achieve a 
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satisfactory computational efficiency. It is noted that the exact outputs in Fig. 4.10 
are stored in the training set during the training process. Therefore the FRNN can 
convert to a normal MLP, in which the exact outputs instead of the feedbacks of 
the outputs are used for training purpose. As a result, an equivalent MLP in the 
training process can be formed, as shown in Fig. 4.12.  
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Fig. 4.12 Equivalent network for training. 
In Fig. 4.12, the equivalent MLP for the training purpose is simply a feed-
forward network, and more efficient static backpropagation algorithms can be 
applied. A backpropagation algorithm is a specific type of error-correction 
learning technique with the implementation of the gradient descent in the weight 
space [41]. The basic idea is to efficiently compute partial derivatives of the total 
cost function realized by the network with respect to all the elements of the 
adjustable weight matrix w (e.g. neuron weights and biases) for a given value of 
input vector x. At the kth iteration, the total cost function is defined as:   
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where ek is the error vector between the reference and predicted outputs calculated 
at wk. Then the gradient vector of Ek can be defined as:  
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Let Jk = ek/wk, then the following adjustment to the weight vector wk is 
made in the direction opposite to the gradient vector in (4.31) that reduces the cost 
function at the k+1th iteration: 
  1 Tk k k k k kE1 1   0  w w w J e  (4.32)
where  is the learning rate.  
The training algorithm in (4.32) is often too slow for practical problems. 
To improve the training efficiency, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method [45] 
can be applied. In this method, the second-order training speed can be achieved 
without computing the exact Hessian matrix. At the kth iteration,  
 1 1[ ] ( )k k k k T ki2
       w w H I J e  (4.33)
where Hk= (Jk) TJk is the approximation of the Hessian matrix of the total cost 
function, and i is positive iteration step.  
For small values of i in (4.33), the LM algorithm is similar in 
performance to the Newton method; while for large value of i, the LM algorithm 
is equivalent in performance to the simple gradient descent with step 1/ i. During 
the iteration process, i is decreased after each successful step (reduction in the 
total cost function) and is increased only when a tentative step would increase the 
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total cost function. In this way, the total cost function can always decrease in 
magnitude during the iterative process. The study in [45] shows that for function 
approximation problems involving the network with up to a few hundred weights, 
the LM algorithm has the fastest convergence speed. Therefore, the LM algorithm 
is used as the training method for the proposed ANN-based equivalent.  
4.5 Hybrid Reduced System Simulation 
With the inclusion of the ANN-based equivalent, the reduced system now 
becomes a hybrid system in the sense that it contains both the continuous system 
(described by a set of DAEs) and the discrete system (ANN-based equivalent). 
The ANN-based equivalent can be regarded as a set of adjustable P-Q sources 
using the terminal voltages as inputs at the fixed time instants. As shown in 
(4.26), the ANN-based equivalent is represented by a set of nonlinear equations as 
shown below:   
 ),...,,,...,,( ,1,,1,,, mnANNnANNlnANNnANNnANNnANN  SSVVVhS  (4.34)
It is to be noted that at the time instant n, the inputs at the previous time instants, 
namely [VANN,n-1T,…,VANN,n-lT]T and [SANN,n-1T,…,SANN,n-mT]T, have already been 
calculated and therefore can be treated as constants. Then (4.34) simply becomes 
a nonlinear mapping from SANN,n to VANN,n defined by:   
 , ,( )ANN n ANN n3S h V  (4.35)
where h' is the simplified nonlinear function vector with the previous inputs in 
(4.34) fixed.  
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 When combing the DAEs of the conventionally reduced system and the 
characteristic equation in (4.35), the hybrid system at the time instant n can be 
represented by:  
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where VANN,n is the vector of the voltages at the connection buses of the ANN-
based equivalent at the time instant n that have already been represented in y.  
As can be seen in (4.36), the ANN-based equivalent interacts with the 
conventionally reduced system through SANN,n at all the boundary buses. To 
numerically simulate the hybrid system, two methods have been proposed.  
4.5.1 Interactive Integration Method 
The basic idea of the interactive integration method is to fix the power 
injections of the ANN-based equivalent when solving for the remaining system 
state and algebraic variables. The converged variables are then fed into the neural 
network in order to update the power injections of the ANN-based equivalent. 
The iterative process terminates when the difference in the power injections of the 
ANN-based equivalent obtained from two adjacent iterations is smaller than a 
specified tolerance. As shown in Fig. 4.13, a detailed procedure is depicted in the 
flowchart.  
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Fig. 4.13 Flowchart of interactive integration method. 
As emphasized in Fig. 4.13, the proposed method can be easily realized in 
any software package for transient stability analysis. Without changing the 
procedure to build the system Jacobian matrix, only an external loop is added to 
update the power injections of ANN-based equivalent. However, it is noted that 
the proposed method could takes a long time to converge because the bus voltages 
and power injections of the ANN-based equivalent are updated asynchronously.  
4.5.2 Simultaneous Integration Method 
In comparison to the interactive integration method, the simultaneous 
integration method has the advantages of fast convergence speed because the 
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impacts that the ANN-based equivalent has on the power balance equations g and 
system Jacobian matrix gy are modeled. At the time instant n, for example, the 
new power balance equations at bus iB are given by: 
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It is noted that in (4.37), PANNi,n and QANNi,n are the functions of Vj,n and j,n (jB) 
that are described by the input-and-output mapping in the proposed ANN-based 
equivalent. Then the corresponding partial derivatives, such as PANNi,n/Vj,n, 
PANNi,n/j,n, QANNi,n/Vj,n, and QANNi,n/j,n, need to be formed. For instance, 
PANNi,n/Vj,n is given by: 
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Assume 1 and 2 are tan-sigmoid activation functions and 3 is a liner activation 
function, then the elements of each derivative matrix in (4.38) are given by: 
 )3(3, kmmnANNi wxP  (4.39)
where k is the index of PANNi,n in SANN,n. 
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where m = 1,…, n3, and p = 1,…, n2.  
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where m = 1,…, n2, and p = 1,…, n1.  
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where the element of x1 at the position associated with Vj,n is 1 and zeros 
elsewhere.  
The same procedures as shown in (4.38) - (4.42) are followed to account 
for the impact of QANNi,n but are omitted for the sake of brevity. In correspondence 
to the power injections of the ANN-based equivalent in (4.37), the partial 
derivatives in (4.38) are appended to the original derivative matrix gy formed in 
any dynamic simulation software package. The detailed flowchart of the proposed 
integration method is depicted in Fig. 4.14.  
During the iterative process, both the power balance equations and system 
Jacobian matrix are updated to model the power injections of the ANN-based 
equivalent, as shown in Fig. 4.14. Therefore it achieves faster convergence than 
the interactive integration method. The disadvantage of the proposed method is 
that the partial derivatives in (4.38) need to be calculated constantly at each 
iteration. However, it is to be noted that in a realistic setting the number of 
boundary buses connected with the ANN-based equivalent are substantially 
smaller than the total number of buses in the reduced system. In addition, the 
appended derivatives can also be readily formed due to the superior derivative 
characteristics of the activation functions used. Therefore the additional 
computational effort to simulate the hybrid reduced system is manageable. As a 
result of the advantages offered by the simultaneous integration method, it is 
chosen as the default method to integrate the ANN-based equivalent with the 
conventional coherency-based equivalent.  
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Fig. 4.14 Flowchart of simultaneous integration method. 
4.6 Test Case Verification 
A portion of the WECC system is tested to validate the proposed hybrid 
dynamic equivalent method. A schematic diagram of the test system is shown in 
Fig. 4.15. The test system has a total generation of 56944 MW and 7340 MVAr 
and a total load demand of 55476 MW and 6447 MVAr. The detailed generator 
models with exciters, governors, and PSS are used if applicable. In Fig. 4.15, the 
network at 230 kV and above within the retained area is detailed. The remaining 
portion is defined as the external area. 
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Fig. 4.15 Schematic diagram of the test system [30].  
4.6.1 Conventionally Reduced System 
After loading the power flow and dynamic data into DYNRED, the 
coherent generators are identified using the weak-link method [4]. In the external 
area, a total of 115 groups of coherent generators are identified with 24 of them 
having only one generator in each group. Then the coherent generators in each 
group are aggregated and replaced by an appropriate equivalent generator using a 
classical model representation. In the final step, the network in the external area is 
reduced using Gaussian elimination, and the loads are appropriately aggregated. 
As a result, a conventionally reduced system, consisting of both the retained area 
and the equivalent model of the external area, is formed. The effectiveness of the 
dynamic equivalent technique in reducing the scale of the system to be simulated 
is illustrated in Table 4-1.  
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Table 4-1 Summary of full system and conventionally reduced systems 
 Full syst. Conv. reduced syst. % of full syst. 
Buses 2240 806 36.0% 
Branches 3015 1573 52.2% 
Loads 913 481 52.7% 
Generators 342 145 42.4% 
 
 Table 4-1 shows that a significant reduction in the system size can be 
achieved using the coherency-based dynamic equivalent. Within the entire 
system, 57.6% of the generators in the full system have been eliminated in the 
conventionally reduced system. Similar reduction in the total number of buses, 
branches, and loads can also be found. To validate the equivalencing accuracy of 
the conventionally reduced system, a three-phase fault is applied on bus 360 at 0.5 
s, and it is cleared after 0.1 s by tripping the 500 kV line from bus 360 to bus 468. 
During the simulation process, the relative rotor angle of generator 15 in the 
retained area that has the largest RMSE and the voltage magnitude at one of the 
boundary buses (bus 131) are shown in Fig. 4.16.  
It is seen from Fig. 4.16 that the reduced system formed in DYNRED 
cannot fully capture the dynamic characteristics of the retained area, and the 
discrepancy becomes significantly large as the simulation evolves. Therefore, the 
coherency-based equivalent model of the external area needs to be improved. 
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(a) Relative rotor angle response of generator 15 
 
(b) Voltage response at bus 131 
Fig. 4.16 Responses in the full system and conventionally reduced system. 
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4.6.2 Hybrid Reduced System 
To account for the observed mismatch between the full system and 
conventionally reduced system, the ANN-based equivalent is formed. In the test 
system, all the buses on the original retained area boundary, namely bus 131, 806, 
and 536, are chosen as the connection buses of the ANN-based equivalent. In 
forming the samples in the training set, the typical contingencies summarized in 
Table 4-2 are evaluated. The simulation duration for all cases is 10 s. For the sake 
of simplicity, only the three-phase faults are considered.   
Table 4-2 Summary of trained contingency cases 
Case 
# 
Faulted bus 
Clearing time 
(ms) 
Line tripped 
From bus To bus 
1 360 60 360 468 
2 360 100 360 468 
3 832 100 464 832 
4 832 160 464 832 
5 716 100 232 716 
6 716 160 232 716 
 
For each case in Table 4-2, the trajectory sensitivity-based approach is 
applied to determine the required power injections of the ANN-based equivalent. 
The integration time step is fixed at 0.02 s, and a total of 3006 samples are 
obtained for building the training set. For example, the required power injections 
of the ANN-based equivalent in Case 2 are shown in Fig. 4.17. 
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(a) Required active power injections at bus 131, 806, and 536 
 
(b) Required reactive power injections at bus 131, 806, and 536 
Fig. 4.17 Required power injections of the ANN-based equivalent for Case 2. 
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For Case 2, the number of iterations required in the sensitivity approach to 
converge to the required power injections at each time instant is presented in Fig. 
4.18.  
 
Fig. 4.18 Iteration number of power injection convergence for Case 2. 
It is seen from Fig. 4.18 that because the trajectory sensitivity can provide 
accurate estimate of the system variable deviations, one iteration is needed to 
match the voltage responses at boundary buses for the majority of the simulation 
duration. At the worst scenarios, such as the instants of fault occurrence and 
clearance, two iterations are needed at the most. It can be concluded that the 
proposed method is proven to be effective in formulating the training set for the 
ANN-based equivalent.  
For the test system, the ANN-based equivalent based on a FRNN is 
formed, as shown in Fig. 4.19. The inputs include the present and previous 
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voltage samples at bus i (i=131, 806, and 536), and the remaining inputs are the 
delayed feedbacks of the power injection predictions at the output side.  
  
niP ,'
niQ ,'
6,1, ',...,'  nini VV
6,1, ',...,'  nini 
niV ,'
ni,'
7,1, '01.0,...,'01.0  nini PP
7,1, '01.0,...,'01.0  nini QQ
(*)1 (*)2 (*)3
 
Fig. 4.19 The proposed ANN-based equivalent. 
As shown in Fig. 4.19, a three-layer network, consisting of two hidden 
nonlinear layers and one linear layer, is used as the MLP network in the ANN-
based equivalent. To make the entire FRNN numerically stable, a gain of 0.01 is 
applied to the feedbacks from the output side. In addition, the following pre-
processing functions are used to avoid the potential saturation issues with the tan-
sigmoid activation functions at layers 1 and 2: 
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 (4.44)
where i is the boundary bus number (i=131, 806, and 536). The reduction ratio is 
determined based on extensive cases studies.  
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With the pre-processing functions in (4.44) and (4.45), the magnitudes of 
input and output signals are mapped to the unsaturated section of the tan-sigmoid 
activation function. After forming the pre-processed training data and opening the 
feedback loop in the FRNN, the LM routine in MATLAB [45] is deployed to 
optimize the unknown parameters in the equivalent neural network to simulate the 
input-and-output mapping stored in the training set. The mean square error (MSE) 
during the training process is shown in Fig. 4.20.  
 
Fig. 4.20 MSE during the training process. 
It is seen from Fig. 4.20 that the error decreases dramatically in the initial 
iterations. It reaches the tolerance of 10-5 at the 85th iteration. On an Intel Core 
Duo Processor (3.16 GHz) PC with 3 GB of RAM, the entire training process 
takes approximately 129 s. It is to be noted that the number of the neurons at each 
layer need to be tuned cautiously to avoid the potential over-fitting problem. A 
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FRNN used. After being trained, the ANN-based equivalent is connected to the 
conventionally reduced system at the boundary buses, and the resultant hybrid 
reduced system is shown in Fig. 4.21. 
 
Fig. 4.21 Diagram of hybrid reduced system. 
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid dynamic equivalent 
method in the improvement of equivalencing accuracy, the same contingency as 
in Case 2 is tested on the hybrid reduced system. The relative rotor angle response 
of generator 15 and the voltage response at bus 131 are shown in Fig. 4.22.  
It can be seen from Fig. 4.22 that the mismatch between the full system 
and conventionally reduced system responses is well compensated by the ANN-
based equivalent as expected. More accurate responses can be obtained in the 
hybrid reduced system throughout the entire simulation duration. 
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(a) Relative rotor angle response of generator 15 
 
(b) Voltage response at bus 131 
Fig. 4.22 Response comparison for Case 2. 
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For case 2, the RMSEs of the generators in the retained area are compared 
between the conventionally reduced system and the hybrid reduced system. The 
results are shown in Fig. 4.23.  
 
Fig. 4.23 RMSE comparison for Case 2. 
It is observed from Fig. 4.23 that with the supplementary power injections 
provided by the ANN-based equivalent, the RMSEs decrease significantly for 
most of the retained generators. For all the training cases, the RMSE reductions 
brought by the hybrid reduced system from the conventionally reduced system are 
summarized in Table 4-3. 
Table 4-3 Summary of RMSE reduction  
Case 
# 
Maximum RMSE 
reduction (deg.) 
Minimum RMSE 
reduction (deg.) 
Average RMSE 
reduction (deg.) 
1 5.49 0.11 3.03 
2 5.52 0.11 3.04 
3 0.38 0.01 0.16 
4 0.55 0.03 0.24 
5 0.61 0.02 0.26 
6 1.03 0.04 0.41 
 
It is seen from Table 4-3 that the ANN-based equivalent can effectively 
improve the accuracy of the coherency-based equivalent formed in DYNRED. 
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However, its effectiveness varies in different cases. For a severe contingency, 
such as Case 2, the improvement is more significant. The execution time for 
simulating each training case is listed in Table 4-4 .  
Table 4-4 Summary of the simulation execution time  
Case # Full syst. (s) Hybrid reduced syst. (s) % of full syst. 
1 77.01 28.25 36.7% 
2 77.28 28.85 37.3% 
3 79.80 29.77 37.3% 
4 86.49 31.88 36.9% 
5 91.53 30.97 33.8% 
6 96.16 33.40 34.7% 
 
It is observed from Table 4-4 that significant time saving in simulating the 
contingencies of interest can be achieved using the hybrid reduced system. The 
reduction ratio for different cases varies from 33.8% to 37.3% on the same PC as 
described before. To validate the accuracy of the hybrid equivalent for the cases 
that are not included in the training set, the following new contingencies are 
tested:  
 Case 7: a three-phase fault is applied on bus 360, and it is cleared after 0.12 s 
by tripping the line from bus 360 to bus 468.  
 Case 8: a three-phase fault is applied on bus 504, and it is cleared after 0.10 s 
by tripping the line from bus 504 to bus 464. 
It is seen that Case 7 is different from Case 1 and 2 in terms of the fault 
clearing time; while a new faulted bus is introduced in Case 8. For Case 7, the 
responses in the full system and reduced systems are shown in Fig. 4.24, and the 
RMSEs of the generator relative rotor angle responses are compared in Fig. 4.25.   
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(a) Relative rotor angle response of generator 15 
 
(b) Voltage response at bus 131 
Fig. 4.24 Response comparison for Case 7. 
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Fig. 4.25 RMSE comparison for Case7. 
 
Similarly, for the untrained Case 8, the responses in the full system and 
the reduced systems are presented in Fig. 4.26. A comparison of the RMSEs in 
the conventionally reduced system and the hybrid reduced system is also given in 
Fig. 4.27.  
It can be seen from Fig. 4.24 - Fig. 4.27 that for the disturbances not 
included in the training set (e.g. Case 7 and 8), the ANN-based equivalent is still 
able to generalize its input-and-output mapping from the most similar cases in the 
training set and achieve better equivalencing accuracy by providing essential 
power injection compensation to the conventionally reduced system. Because the 
generalization accuracy of a neural network is highly dependent on its training 
samples, the improvement of the ANN-based equivalent might not be significant 
for certain untrained cases. Once this issue occurs, including these inadequate 
cases into the training set would become necessary for practical implementation. 
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(a) Relative rotor angle response of generator 15 
 
(b) Voltage response at bus 131 
Fig. 4.26 Response comparison for Case 8. 
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Fig. 4.27 RMSE comparison for Case 8. 
4.7 Conclusion 
In the hybrid dynamic equivalent model proposed in this chapter, the 
ANN-based equivalent works in conjunction with the coherency-based equivalent 
at all the buses on the retained area boundary. It is trained to compensate for the 
discrepancy between the full system and the conventionally reduced system 
formed in DYNRED. The proposed method is tested on a portion of the WECC 
system. The results indicate that the ANN-based equivalent can effectively 
compensate for the errors accumulated during the coherency identification and 
generator aggregation processes. Therefore, the hybrid dynamic equivalent can 
improve the accuracy of the coherency-based dynamic equivalent methodology 
that has been widely used in power industry. It is to be noted that the original 
boundary is formed based on the ownership within the test system. A well defined 
retained area as studied in Chapter 2 might be beneficial to the hybrid equivalent 
as it can improve the equivalencing accuracy of the coherency-based equivalent 
and reduce the amount of compensations provided by the ANN-based equivalent. 
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Chapter 5  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
Power system dynamic equivalents play a critical role in on-line DSA with 
the rapid expansion of modern electric power systems. To improve the feasibility 
of the conventional coherency-based dynamic equivalent, the following topics 
have been discussed thoroughly in this dissertation:  
 A systemic method to determine an appropriate retained area boundary 
In the proposed method, the PTDF-based criterion, the rotor acceleration-
based criterion, and the mode participation-based criterion have been applied to 
identify the critical generators in the initial external area that have significant 
impacts on the dynamic performance of the study area. The identified generators 
are retained additionally, leading to the revised equivalent model. The proposed 
approach has been tested on the system representing the entire US/Canada eastern 
interconnection. The results show that the proposed algorithm is capable of 
identifying the critical generators in forming the buffer area and achieving a good 
comprise between the equivalencing accuracy and system complexity.  
 An efficient method to trace generator slow coherency behavior and to adjust 
retained area boundary for operating condition changes  
A systematic approach based on the eigen-sensitivity is proposed to 
evaluate the varying patterns of generator slow coherency as system operating 
condition changes. The changes in load, generation, and network topology have 
been considered. The critical generators in the initial external area that become 
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slowly coherent with the initial study area are identified and retained in forming a 
new equivalent system. The proposed approach has been applied to a portion of 
the WECC system. The studies show that the system topology change could have 
more impacts on the generator slow coherency behavior than load or generation 
change. In certain cases, including the identified critical generators into study area 
is beneficial to the improvement of equivalencing accuracy. 
 A novel hybrid dynamic equivalent method  
 The concept of a novel hybrid dynamic equivalent method has been 
developed. In the proposed model, the coherency-based equivalent still plays a 
dominant role, and the ANN-based equivalent is only used to capture additional 
dynamic characteristics that have not been represented in the conventionally 
reduced system. The methods to build the training set, to form an appropriate 
network structure, and to integrate the ANN-based equivalent with the existing 
transient simulation software packages have been presented in detail. The test on 
a portion of the WECC system indicates that the ANN-based equivalent can 
provide desirable compensations to the coherency-based equivalent for improved 
equivalencing accuracy. 
5.2 Contributions 
As an innovative study on improving the feasibility of coherency-based 
dynamic equivalent, the research presented in this dissertation has made the 
following contributions:  
Firstly, a systematic procedure to identify the critical generators in 
determining an appropriate retained area boundary has been innovatively 
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developed. It is to be noted that the criteria, such as PTDF and mode participation 
factor, can be readily accessed in various commercial software packages (e.g. 
PowerWorld, PSS/E, DSA Tools); while the rotor acceleration during fault 
duration can be easily calculated without the need of integrating the DAEs of the 
original full system as in a time-domain simulation.   
Secondly, the eigensensitivity-based method has been innovatively used to 
trace the change in generator slow coherency patterns. Instead of computing the 
slow coherency from scratch for a new operating condition, the proposed method 
is proven to be effective in tracing the generator slow coherency after either the 
generation level, load level, or system topology is changed. The advantage of the 
proposed method in terms of computational time saving for a changed operating 
condition is significant.  
Thirdly, a novel concept of hybrid dynamic equivalent has been proposed 
and developed. This study is different from the other researches on the same 
subject in the fact that the proposed ANN-based equivalent works in conjunction 
with the conventional equivalent model. Therefore, the detrimental impacts of a 
poorly trained ANN-based equivalent on the reduced system can be limited. In 
addition, the trajectory sensitivity-based method to determine the training set for 
ANN-based equivalent and the method to simulate the resultant hybrid system are 
proven to be efficient and effective.  
5.3 Future Work 
To further improve the feasibility of the proposed methods, work focusing 
on the following aspects need to be conducted in the future: 
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Firstly, other criteria that can be applied in a near real-time setting to 
evaluate the necessity of adjusting the retained area need to be investigated. For 
better equivalencing accuracy, new coherent generator aggregation methodologies 
that take into account the effects of exciters, governors, and PSS also need to be 
developed 
Secondly, because the choice of modes affects the evaluation results of 
generator slow coherency, an approach to identify the critical modes needs to be 
investigated. For practical implementation, the proposed approach to trace the 
generator slow coherency changes needs to be modified in such a manner that an 
efficient mechanism to support large data structures and to manipulate large 
volumes of data is provided for large-scale power systems. 
Thirdly, in formulating the training set and simulating the hybrid reduced 
system, the integration time step has to be fixed. To achieve adequate accuracy 
through the entire simulation duration, a small step is of necessity. This is true 
especially during the interval of system disturbance. This limitation results in low 
computational efficiency when the scale of the hybrid system is large and the 
simulation duration is considerably long. To address this drawback, a faulted 
network and a post-fault neural network with different sampling time intervals 
need to be designed. The technique to transit seamlessly between these two 
networks in a time-domain simulation also needs to be studied.  
Last but not least, other types of neural networks need to be tested for the 
ANN-based equivalent. An echo state network [46] can be a good candidate 
because it includes multi-direction connections among the neurons at different 
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layers, resulting in better functionality of capturing the input-and-output mapping 
presented in the training set. A study using the voltage response measured by 
PMUs as the voltage reference in determining the required power injections of the 
ANN-based equivalent can also be considered for the application of the proposed 
hybrid dynamic equivalents for on-line DSA. Correspondingly, efficient training 
methods in the on-line setting need to be developed in the future. 
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